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Pence Issues Scott #1-13

6
1
1

2

2

8 #1 1851 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Horizontally Laid
Paper, used with a target cancel and four large margins, there
is a tiny tear in the upper right margin, far from the stamp
design, strong laid lines and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

8 #1a 1851 3d Orange Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid
Paper, used with target cancel, the stamp has four large margins and weak, but visible laid lines, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

4

E/P #2TCix 6d Consort Plate Proof in Black with Vertical
SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, on India paper from the top
of the sheet, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

4

8 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper, used with centrally struck target cancel, good margins all
around just touching at top left, with strong laid lines, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

7

8 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper, used with a 4-ring #21 cancel from Montréal, margins
are well clear to large, very fine. The stamp shows clear vertical laid lines, and also a horizontal vergé line. 4-ring numeral
cancels are rare on the laid paper Pence issues, with fewer
than a handful known on this value. Accompanied by a 2010
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

8

4

3

5

6

8 #1a 1851 3d Orange Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid
Paper, used with light centrally struck target cancel and four
large and even margins, clear laid lines and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

3

8 #2 1851 6d Slate Violet Consort Imperforate on Laid
Paper, used with an ideal strike of a blue-green target cancel. A lovely stamp in all respects, with four large margins,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $1,500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

7

10

8

8 #2b 1855 6d Brownish Purple Consort Imperforate on
Laid Paper, used with target cancel, margins are just clear to
touching, very good.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

9

E/P #3Pi 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black with Vertical SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, on India paper, very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

10

E/P #3Pi 12d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Black with Vertical SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, with 4 clear to large
margins but with stain at top, crease and hinge remnants, still
fine-very fine appearance and an affordable example of this
popular stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

11
11

12

12

(*) #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, unused (no gum)
with bright, rich colour and crisp impression. Margins are well
clear to large, just touching at lower right, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

x17
17

8 #4 Collection of Eight 3d Beaver Imperforates with Legible 4-ring Numeral Cancels, includes #s 39 (St Johns, RF 9,
tough to find on Pence issues), 50 (Windsor, RF 6), 12 (Dundas, RF 9 faint strike), 15 (Guelph, RF 6, extremely fine strike
but stamp has a thin), 21 (Montréal, RF 1, corner crease), 31
(Picton (RF 7, very fine strike), 10 (Cobourg, RF 7, faint strike)
and 11 (Cornwall, RF 7, rare and usually faint). The stamps
typically have 3 to 4 margins and are sound, except for those
faults mentioned above.
.................................................................................... Est $400

18

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used and tied to
small piece by a target cancel, with four full to large margins
and a crisp impression, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with 4-ring
#18 from Kingston (RF 3 on Pence issues), with 4 margins
and rich colour, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

13

14

13

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with a nicely
centered 4-ring #23 from Niagara (RF 6 on Pence issues),
with 4 margins and with rich colour, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

14

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with a nice
4-ring #37 from Québec City (RF 4 on Pence issues), with 3
full margins and one close, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

15

18

19

20

19

(*) #4d 1852 3d Orange Red Beaver Imperforate on Thin
Paper, unused (no gum) with four clear to full margins, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

20

8 #4i 1852 3d Deep Red Beaver Imperforate, used with
well centered and crisp 4-ring #21 cancel, the stamp possesses deep rich colour and a crisp impression, as well as
four large and even margins, extremely fine. A remarkable
stamp which should easily be worth more than catalogue.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

21

8 #4vii 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate with Major ReEntry, used with crisp and unobtrusive target cancel in bluegreen, showing one of the strongest examples we have seen
of the major re-entry occurring in position A-47. The re-entry
is present in the form of doubling of a large part of stamp
design, plus a strong line across most letters at bottom, etc.
A remarkable stamp, with its four huge margins, showing portions of the next stamps at top and right, as well as a short
transfer of the frameline at top right. There is a small thin,
else an extremely fine stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,300

16

15

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with a nicely
centered 4-ring #21 from Montréal (RF 1 on Pence issues),
with 4 large margins, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

16

8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with a crisp
4-ring #27 from Ottawa (RF 5 on Pence issues), with 4 margins and corner creases at upper right, very fine appearance.
.................................................................................... Est $100

5

25

22

(*) #5b 1855 6d Greenish Grey Consort Imperforate, unused with margins close to outer frameline on one side to well
clear on others, showing a fresh and distinct colour of this
printing, a very nice unused stamp in exemplary condition,
fine. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $8,500.
.....................................................................Unitrade $20,000

25

* #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with
full original gum, lightly hinged. A fresh stamp with large to
well clear margins, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2018
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,150.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

26

* #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with
full original gum, very lightly hinged. A visually pleasing stamp
with bright colour, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

27

23

24

6

28

27

8 #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
large part APR.16.1858 (year slugs inverted) c.d.s. from Straffordville (scarce thus). A lovely example with four large margins, very fine. Accompanied by certificates from the Greene
Foundation (2008) and the Philatelic Foundation (2001). Rsv.
$800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

28

8 #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
very well centered strike of a 4-ring #27 (Ottawa, RF 5 on
Pence issues), with four large margins and very fine. Accompanied by a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

29

8 #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
a 4-ring #37 (Québec City, RF 4 on Pence issues), with sheet
margin at right and three others close but clear, fine. Accompanied by a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

8 #7 1855 10d Blue Cartier Imperforate on Thin Transparent Paper, used with grid cancel, a remarkable stamp with
four large and even margins, extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 1970 Alberto Diena and a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

E/P #8Pi var ½d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Rose, with
Vertical SPECIMEN in Green, with Re-Entry, a lower marginal block of 16 from positions 77-80 / 113-116, showing
a strong re-entry in plate position 102 (second stamp of third
row), Trimble #10 with strong doubling of the letters “HALF P”.
Extremely fine and fresh, with light pencil numbers on back
indicating plate positions. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

26

30

31

30

(*) #8i 1857 ½d Lilac Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate,
unused (no gum) and full to large margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 1964 B.P.A. certificate. Rsv. $575.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

31

8 #8i 1857 ½d Lilac Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate,
used with light circular cancel, with deep rich colour and four
large to well clear margins, very fine
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

34

8 #11 1858 ½d Rose Queen Victoria, Perforated 11¾, a
remarkable looking recreated block of 20, with each stamp
cancelled by pen. The block was created by using three very
fine and intact stamps (middle of bottom row, these alone
catalogue $3,000), to which are attached other stamps with
faults, and the rest of the missing areas were created digitally on a plastic overlay. The end result is a very rare large
block, almost unseen in the Pence era. Ex Daniel Cantor. Rsv.
$3,200.
.................................................................................Est $3,500

x35

32

33

35

8 #12 1859 3d Red Beaver, Perforated 11¾, a group of
three used stamps, first with part “Collingwood...” c.d.s.
cancel and MAR 13 date, with faults including a horizontal
crease, still scarce with c.d.s. cancel. Second with Hamilton
#16 in grid is reperforated at left plus has a small tear at top,
and third only has traces of a cancel, but appears to have one
or more sides perforated or reperforated.
.................................................................................... Est $300

36

* #12vii 1859 3d Red Beaver Perforated 11¾ with Major
Re-Entry, mint with original gum which is described in the
certificate as “slightly disturbed” which probably only refers
to the fact that it is previously hinged. The stamp is from plate
position 61, pane B and clearly shows the major re-entry in
several places (Trimble #3). An extremely rare, and possibly
unique stamp with original gum, unpriced in Unitrade, but a
fine centered regular stamp would catalogue $30,000. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$11,000.
.............................................................................. Est $15,000

E/P #9P, ii,iv 7½d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Green, a
full sheet of 120 on India paper, showing the major re-entry
in position 7, as well as the misplaced entries in positions
47 and 83. Part of the plate imprints can be seen at bottom,
which are clearly doubled in places. The sheet has been folded horizontally (in the margin between rows 5 and 6), there
is a tear on position 95 stamp and a few creases here and
there, still a lovely and rare proof sheet. Rsv. $14,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade $42,000

8 #10 1856 6d Reddish Purple Consort Imperforate on
Thick, Fibrous Paper, used with part 4-ring numeral cancel
and four large to well clear margins. The stamp has a light
horizontal crease, still fine-very fine appearance. A scarce
stamp not that often encountered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,750

7

37

8 #2, 5b, 9 Group of Three Used Pence Imperforate Issues,
with a #2 (used with centrally-struck target cancel and strong
laid lines, margins are generally large except in a few places
where they slightly cut into outer frameline. A bit discoloured
on front, else fine appearance), #5b (used with indistinct cancel, the stamp has three large margins and is cut into frameline at top, with horizontal crease and a thin, fine appearance), and a #9 (used with indistinct 4-ring numeral cancel,
4 close to well clear margins and a small corner crease at top
right and closed tear at right, still fine-very fine appearance).
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,300

x41

42

41

8 #14, 14x 1859 Two 1c Rose Queen Victoria Issues with
Major Re-Entry, first one has a 4-ring 2 in blue (Belleville,
with diagonal crease) and the other has a deeper shade and
a 4-ring #516 (Montréal, repaired at bottom). Both stamps
are from position 58 and show the major re-entry from that
position, fine appearance.
.................................................................................... Est $150

42

* #15 1859 5c Vermillion Beaver, mint with full original
hinged gum, with fresh colour and well centered, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

Cents Issue Scott #14-20

x43

38

43

8 #15 Collection of 5c Beaver Issues with Legible 4-Ring
Numeral Cancels, with 52 stamps in all, we noted #s 2, 3
(x2), 4 (x2), 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18 (x2), 20, 21, 22 (x2),
23, 24, 24 on dated piece, 25, 26, 27 (x3), 28 (x2), 29, 30,
31, 31 in green, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 on a pair, 37 grid cancel,
39, 40 (x3), 41, 42 (x2), 47 (x2), 49 in blue, 50, 51 and 52.
Strikes vary from partial to very fine and there are some with
rarity factors up to 8 (very rare), a great lot for the specialist,
or someone who wants to start collecting these fascinating
and attractive postmarks.
.................................................................................... Est $400

44

E/P #17TCi 10c Consort Plate Proof in Brownish Purple,
a lower marginal block of 12, on card-mounted India paper,
extremely fine and fresh. Rsv. $1,200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,300

x39

38

E/P #14TCiii 1c Queen Victoria Trial Colour Plate Proof in
Claret, a block of four on card-mounted India paper, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

39

8 #14 Collection of 1c Queen Victoria First Cents issues
with 4-Ring Numeral Cancels, with 29 stamps showing #s 1
(RF 7), 2, 7, 8, 10, 13 (RF7), 15 (RF 8), 18, 19, 20 (RF 6), 21,
22 (RF 4), 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 34, 35 (RF 5), 37, 37 (fancy
grid), 39, 42, 47, 49 (RF 5), 50, 51 and 516 (RF 7). A nice
group with many very fine strikes, a few faults here and there
do not detract.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x40
40

8

8 #14, 14b Collection of Seven 1c Queen Victoria First
Cents Issues with Legible 4-Ring Numeral Cancels, with #s
2 (Belleville in blue, RF 3), 13 (Galt, RF 7, corner crease), 18
(Kingston, RF 2), 21 (Montréal, RF 1), 27 (Ottawa, RF 2), 35
(Prescott, RF 5) and 516 (Montréal, RF 7). The stamps show
different shades and are all sound except for the one mentioned above, fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x45

46

45

8 #17, 19 Collection of 10c and 17c First Cents Issues
with 4-Ring Numeral Cancels, the 10c Consorts have many
shades and include #s 3 (RF 5), 22 (RF 4), 25 (RF 5), 29 (RF
4), 31 (in green, RF 6), 34 (RF 3), 37 (RF 3), 37 (fancy squared
circle numeral), 40 (RF 5, two copies), 49 (RF 5), 47 (RF 4),
49 (RF 3 in blue), 49 (RF 5), and 51 (RF 3, two copies). The
two 17c Cartiers show a #18 (Kingston, plugged-up) and the
other shows what could be a fancy 37 in grid. An overall fine
or better group with the odd small fault.
.................................................................................... Est $500

46

* #17b 1859 10c Brown Consort, mint with original hinged
gum, a fresh and fine stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

47

E/P #20TC 2c Queen Victoria Trial Colour Plate Proof in
Dark Rose, a horizontal pair on India paper, cut into right
stamp at bottom, overall fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

51

52

51

(*) #20 1859 2c Rose Queen Victoria, unused (no gum) with
fresh, bright colour and crisp impression, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

52

8 #20a,v 1859 2c Deep Claret Rose Queen Victoria with
Dash in Lower Right “2”, used with well centered 4-ring #27
(Ottawa) obliterator leaving the variety unobstructed, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x48

47

(*) #18 1859 12½c Green Queen Victoria, unused (no
gum), fine-very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $925

48

8 #18 Collection of Eight 12½c Queen Victoria Issues with
Legible 4-Ring Numeral Cancels, with #s 23 (Niagara, RF 4),
27 (Ottawa, RF 2, bit of toning), 37 (Québec City, RF 3), 30
(Peterboro, RF 2, two stamps, one with a thin), 39 (St. Johns,
RF 5) and 52 (Clifton, RF 5). A sound lot except for the few
faults mentioned, overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

49

50

x53
53

8 #14/18 Selection of Choice Used Cents Issues, with a 1c
(deep colour, very fine), 5c (a lovely example with four large
margins), 10c (light brown single with large margins and light
cancel), 10c (light purple horizontal pair with full imprint at
bottom, fine and fresh). A very nice group of this difficult issue.
.................................................................................... Est $500

(*) #19 1859 17c Blue Cartier, unused (no gum), well centered with bright colour and crisp impression, with a light
crease at upper left, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

9

Queen Victoria Era
Large Queens Scott #21-33

57

8 #22 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, with a lovely centered datestamp from Rockwood UC date APR.28.1868, within the first month of usage of this issue. Well centered and
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

58

*/** #22 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, a mint block
of 12 with full original gum and all stamps are never hinged
except for two at the bottom centre, which are lightly hinged.
Quite a fresh block which has never been folded and shows
well centered stamps and good colour. Needless to say that
this is a major Large Queen rarity, especially with its full original gum and so many never hinged original gum stamps. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate which
states “tiny black specks on lower left copy” and “missing
perforation tips on a few stamps occurred during production
process”. These two insignificant points in no way deter from
the great rarity of this block. Rsv. $29,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade $44,000

x54
54

8/(*) #21, etc. Group of 29 Mostly Used ½c Large Queens,
with variety of papers, shades, perforations and postmarks, a
few are unused and a few have “spur” varieties, etc. A mostly
sound and overall fine to very fine group, with only a few insignificant faults, catalogued as used and all least expensive
varieties by Scott.
............................................................................. Scott $2,320

55

*/** #21, iii, iv 1868 ½c Black Large Queen with Varieties,
a lovely mint block of 20 (plate positions 41-45 / 71-75), with
full original gum on all stamps, with only three stamps being
hinged (a few others with light disturbance). This remarkable
block shows the “White Chignon” variety on three stamps and
the “Spur” variety on all stamps in the three center columns.
The block has been folded along the margin between the first
and second rows, and is fine and quite fresh. A great item for
the specialist. Rsv. $1,800.
................................................................................Est. $2,500

56
56

10

57

(*) #22 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, unused (no gum)
with a lower left corner perf crease and shorter perf at right,
both not mentioned in the accompanying 2021 Richard Gratton certificate, fine.
.............................................................................Unitrade 400

x59

60

59

8 #22, 22b 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen, a group of
four used singles, chosen for their superior centering and
quality, two are on thin paper, two on regular paper, very fine
and a choice selection.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

60

8 #22a 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with neat St John NB c.d.s. dated
JUN.1.1868, showing parts of three watermark letters at bottom. The stamp still has many perforation disks adhering and
is fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

x61
61

(*) #22b 1868 1c Brown Red Large Queen on Thin Paper,
two unused (no gum) singles, both off-center but with bright
colour, one shows part of the plate imprint at bottom, just
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

64

* #24 1868 2c Green Large Queen, a mint block of four with
full original gum on all stamps, lightly hinged, with fresh colour and nicely centered, very fine. Accompanied by a 2016
Greene Foundation certificate. Ex S.J. Menich (1997). Rsv.
$3,600.
.....................................................................Unitrade $11,200

x65
62

** #22b 1868 1c brown Red Large Queen on Thin Paper,
mint with full original gum which is never hinged and intact. A
remarkable and fresh stamp, with possibly only one other of
the same quality known on this paper. The bottom middle perf
tip has been enhanced (not mentioned in the certificate) still
very fine and a lovely stamp. Accompanied by a 2011 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $3,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

x66

65

8 #24, etc. Group of 21 Used 2c Large Queens, with a good
range of shades, papers and postmarks, a good quality group
and overall fine to very fine. Catalogued as all least expensive
variety as per Scott.
.............................................................................Scott $2,100

66

8 #24a Group of Three 2c Green Large Queens on Watermarked Bothwell Paper, showing watermark letters “HW”
(fine), parts of letters “OT” and “A” (fine, crease), and “ELL”
(very fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

67

(*) #24b 1868 2c Deep Green Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (no gum), with characteristic deep colour for this
printing, very well centered and extremely fine. Accompanied
by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

x63
63

8 #23, etc. Group of 18 Used 1c Yellow Orange Large
Queens, with a good range of shades and postmarks, including two with fancy Kingston “9”, a 2-ring 5, seven fully dated,
fancy corks, a partial “PAID”, etc. One stamp is on piece and
there is also a scarce pair included. A very nice selection for
the enthusiast, with only a few small faults, overall fine to very
fine and catalogued as all least expensive shades by Scott. A
rarely offered group of this issue.
............................................................................. Scott $4,500

11

68

69

* #24iv 1868 2c Green Large Queen on Unwatermarked
Bothwell Paper, a mint sheet margin block of six with full
original gum on all stamps, with sensible hinge reinforcing
between all stamps, re-attached horizontally. This remarkable
block still retains its left sheet selvedge, showing the rare full
imprint of the B.A.B.N. Co. The stamps are very fine centered.
A rare Large Queen multiple with the 6 singles cataloguing
$18,000 alone. Rsv. $4,600.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

12

8 #25 Group of 21 3c Large Queens Chosen for Their Better Postmarks, noting 9 stamps with dated town postmarks,
11 stamps with 2 or 4 ring numerals and one with a Québec
City fancy “37”. We noted a few faults, still a mostly sound
and useful group for the postmark enthusiast.
.................................................................................... Est $100

72

(*) #25b 1868 3c Red Large Queen on Thin Paper, unused
(no gum), very well centered on clean white paper, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,250

8 #24iv 1868 2c Green Large Queen on Unwatermarked
Bothwell Paper, a used horizontal pair with centrally struck
2-ring numeral cancel, with all perf disks between stamps remaining, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

x70
70

71

x73
73

8 #26 Group of 13 Used 5c Large Queens, with a good variety of shades and probably also perforations, as well as postmarks, including three that are fully dated. The lot includes a
rare pair, and we only note one stamp with a thin, else a good
quality sound group with some very fine centered. Catalogue
value is for the least expensive variety in Scott.
............................................................................. Scott $2,925

74

8 #27 Group of 47 Used 6c Large Queens, with a good range
of shades and postmarks, these stamps were put aside a long
time ago by a discriminating collector for having small faults.
These mostly include short or irregular perfs, but also a few
corner creases or small tears, etc. but doesn’t appear to include anything major. Overall centering is fine with a few better.
Catalogue value is for the least expensive as per Scott. 8
............................................................................. Scott $5,875

75

(*) #27, etc. Group of 9 Unused 6c Large Queens, each is
without gum and we note a good variety of shades. Most of
the stamps have faults ranging from short or rounded perforations to one that has been repaired at left, one has wrinkles, etc. (mostly all visible in our scan online), else a very
high catalogue group that is mostly fine centered. 8
.................................................................................... Est $500

x71

8 #24 Group of Nine 2c Green Large Queens, all used with
a variety of postmarks including some nice fancy corks and
a “Too Late”, we also note many shades and paper types including two 24b deep green on thin paper, and a 24i emerald
green. Overall fine to very fine and a very nice group.
................................................................................ Scott $940

76

8 #27, etc. Group of 98 Used 6c Large Queens, filling a
double-sided black stock page. A good quality lot, with a good
range of shades, papers and postmarks, including coloured,
fancy, numeral, dated, etc. We only noted a few insignificant
faults, still a sound and fine to very fine group. 8
...........................................................................Scott $12,250

x81

77
77

78

81

8 #28, etc. Group of 15 Used 12½c Large Queens, with a
good variety of shades and papers, including unwatermarked
Bothwell, also note postmark interest including 8 that are
fully or partially dated. Noted a few faults, still an overall fine
or better group, catalogued as all least expensive varieties by
Scott.
.............................................................................Scott $1,875

82

* #28i 1868 12½c Milky Blue Large Queen, mint with full
original hinged gum, with crisp impression and perforation
creases in three corners, else fine-very fine and attractive.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

78

8 #27b 1868 6c Brown Large Queen on Watermarked
Bothwell Paper, used with light grid cancel, showing parts of
letters “G . B” of the watermark. There are two tiny corner perf
creases, else a fine and scarce stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

82

8 #27v 1868 6c Brown Large Queen, used with very fine but
partial Lacelle #93 fancy cancel (#8 in 4 segments), recorded
used in Ottawa from February to May 1870. This is an early
state of the postmark as it clearly shows the thin file lines in
the segments. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

x83

79

83

*/(*) #29, 30, etc. Group of 12 Mint or Unused 15c Large
Queens, with 7 grey violet and 5 bluish grey shades, 6 have
no gum and 5 have original hinged gum, a sound and overall
fine group. Catalogue value is for both mint hinged and no
gum in Scott Specialized.
................................................................................ Scott $940

84

8 #29, etc. Group of 28 Used 15c Large Queens, with a
few different shades (including several better red lilacs) and a
variety of postmarks including a 2-ring 8, eight that are fully or
partly dated, a few nice corks, etc. A nice quality group, save
for a few minor faults, with some very fine stamps. Catalogue
value is for the least expensive as per Scott. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,820

85

* #29b 1868 15c Red Lilac Large Queen, a mint block of
four with full original hinged gum, fine. Few blocks of this
shade remain. Accompanied by a 2019 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate. Rsv $1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

80

79

* #28 1868 12½c Deep Blue Large Queen, a mint block
of four with full original gum, moderately hinged at top and
lightly hinged at bottom. A remarkably fresh block with deep
rich colour and fine impression, with hinge reinforcement between two right stamps, fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

80

* #28 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen, mint with full original
hinged gum, a well centered stamp with large margins which
is remarkably fresh, very fine. A lovely stamp in all respects.
Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$1,350.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

85

13

89

86

** #30, 30viii 1868 15c Grey Large Queen with Plate
Cracks, a mint plate block of 15, with full original, never
hinged gum. This block, which shows part of the imprint at
lower right is from positions 71-75 / 91-95 and shows plate
cracks in positions 81 and 91, plus a dramatic printing flaw
behind the Queen’s neck in position 75. There is separation
between the 3rd and 4th columns and there is a natural vertical gum skip mentioned strictly for accuracy, and the stamp
in position 95 has faults, still a rare block. Accompanied by a
2018 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,500.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

x87
87

8 #30, etc. Group of 36 Used 15c Large Queens, with a
good range of shades and a variety of postmarks including a
few dated, corks, etc. A few faults here and there, still a good
quality group and generally fine to very fine. Catalogue value
is for the least expensive as per Scott.
............................................................................. Scott $2,340

8 #21/30 Better Collection of Used Large Queens, on 4
stock pages, with ½c (x5), 1c brown red (x3), 1c yellow orange
(x3), 2c (x12), 3c (x6), 5c (x7), 6c (x13), 12½c (x5) and 15c
(x20). A notable lot especially for the quality of its stamps,
including many very fine centered, some better postmarks
(dated, fancy, etc.) and a good range of shades and papers.
Catalogue value is for all regular shades and papers, all
scanned online. 8
............................................................................. Scott $8,630

x90

x92

90

8 #22/30 Collection of Large Queen Issues with 4-Ring
Numeral Cancels, with #s on the 1c orange red: 10, 15
(stamp is cut down), 19 (x2), 27. On the 2c: 15, 27, 44. On the
3c: 7 (x2), 17, 52, 23, 24, 26, 34 (x2), 36 (partial), 42, 41, 47,
49, 50 (x2), 52 (x2). On the 6c: 627. On the 12½c: 27 (enhanced) and on the 15c: 27 (x2). A few faults here and there,
still an overall fine or better lot with some very fine strikes.
.................................................................................... Est $400

91

8 #24a, 25a, 28a Group of 5 Large Queens on Watermarked Bothwell Paper, all used, with a 2c (pulled perf), 3c
(pinhole) and three 12½c values (one has a crease, another
short perfs, third is fine), all showing parts of one or more
watermark letters. Faults are described above, still a useful
group for the enthusiast. All scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $200

92

(*) #26-28 Group of Three Unused Large Queens, with Scott
#s 26 (regummed, short perf, fine), 27v (regummed and fine)
and 28 (no gum and very fine).
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,100

93

8 #29, 30 1868 15c Large Queen Group on a Stock Page,
with a total of 43 used stamps in all. A notable lot for the quality of the stamps, including many very fine centered, as well
as the range of shades and papers and includes an 11½ x 12
perf. Catalogue value is for 6x 29b, 1x 30a and rest as regular
shades and papers. All scanned online. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,565

Small Queens Scott #34-47

94
88

14

*/** #30e 1868 15c Deep Blue Large Queen, a mint block
of four with full original gum, lower right stamp is gorgeous
and never hinged. A rare block of this better shade, overall
fine. Accompanied by a 2013 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $3,600.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

** #34 1882 ½c Grey Black Small Queen on White Paper,
mint with full original gum, never hinged and well centered
among four large margins, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

95

x96
x99

95

96

** #34 1882 ½c Black Small Queen on Greyish Paper, mint
with full original gum, never hinged and well centered among
four large margins, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
*/** #34, 34i Group of 36 Mint ½c Small Queens, includes
7 mint never hinged and rest hinged, all with full original gum
and fine to very fine. Unchecked for varieties, but we did note
different papers and gums. Also includes 2 stamps (one used
and one with stain, both not counted).
................................................................................ Scott $967

99

** #35 Group of 14 Mint Never Hinged 1c Small Queens,
all with full original gum, noted a few printings, one has a light
stain at right else overall fine and fresh.
.............................................................................Scott $1,400

100

* #35 Group of 16 Mint 1c Small Queens, all mint hinged
with original gum, range of mostly lightly hinged to a few with
hinge remnants, overall fine or better. 8
................................................................................ Scott $800

101

97

103

101

*/** #35a 1871-72 1c Orange Small Queen on Vertical
Wove Paper, mint with full original smooth whitish gum, top
stamps are very lightly hinged and bottom stamps are never
hinged (lower right stamp has fingerprints, mentioned for
strict accuracy). An attractive mint block of this earlier printing, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,200

102

* #36e 1873 2c Deep Green Small Queen, Perforated 11½
x 12, a mint horizontal strip of four with original streaky, dull
gum. The strip is hinged and partly reinforced (between 3rd
and 4th stamps), has bright colour and is fine. A nice multiple
of this scarcer mint Montréal printing.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

103

** #36i 1890s 2c Green Small Queen, mint with full original
never hinged gum, quite fresh and well centered, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

98

97

** #35 1890s 1c Yellow Small Queen, mint with full original
never hinged gum, well centered among four large and even
margins, extremely fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

98

** #35 1890s 1c Yellow Small Queen, a mint block of six
from bottom of sheet, with full original gum, never hinged and
overall very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,080

15

104

105

** #37 1880s 3c Orange Red Small Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and very fresh, with tiny edge tear
at bottom left (possibly a natural paper flaw), else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

*/** #37e 1873 3c Orange Red Small Queen, Perforated
11½ x 12, a mint block of four with full original gum on all
stamps, three are never hinged, top right is very lightly hinged.
A fresh and fine block. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex Ted Nixon. Rsv. $750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,700

106

8 #40, 45 Group of 25 Used 1870s to 1890s 10c Small
Queens, with 10 early printings and 15 later printings. We
note many shades such as pale rose lilac, magenta, dull magenta, deep lilac rose, plus a variety of rose shades, brown
reds, etc. A very nice and clean group, all stamps appear to
be sound, with many very fine centered. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,875

107

8 #40/40i Group of 5 Different 10c Small Queen Early
Printings, with used #s 40, 40a, 40b, 40d and 40i, all catalogued as fine. 8
...........................................................................Unitrade $340

108

16

8 #41a 1888 3c Rose Carmine Small Queen, Perforated
12 x 12.25, a used block of four with grid cancels. This Montreal Gazette printing is not often encountered in used multiples, and is rare in blocks such as this, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

109

** #41ii 1895 3c Orange Vermillion Small Queen Imperforate, a mint never hinged upper right corner block of 10, with
full original yellowish shiny gum, showing the “THREE CENTS”
counter in upper margin, the block shows bright colour and
is very fine, save for some light wrinkles not affecting its visual attractiveness. Certainly one of the largest such multiples
known to us, catalogue value for 5 pairs alone is $7,500. Rsv.
$3,000.
.................................................................................Est $3,500

110

** #43 1890 6c Red Brown Small Queen, a group of 12
mint never hinged stamps, including three pairs and 6 singles. One stamp has a small tear, one has a corner crease
and a few have minor gum disturbances, otherwise a sound
very good centered group. 8
............................................................................. Scott $6,300

111

* #43 1890 6c Red Brown Small Queen, a group of 29 mint
stamps, including three with sheet selvedge, two of which
have plate imprints. One stamp has a small tear, one has
a crease and the stamps range from no gum to full original
gum, but most of the gummed stamps have disturbance or
hinges, so all catalogued as hinged. An overall very good to
fine centered group. 8
............................................................................. Scott $6,525

112

* #43i 1890 6c Chestnut Small Queen, mint with full original hinged gum, a fresh stamp with deep rich colour and very
fine. A nice stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

113

* #44 1893 8c Small Queen, a group of 20 mint hinged
stamps, all with original hinged gum except for one which has
no gum, we note a good range of shades, overall fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $5,200

114

* #44 1893 8c Small Queen, a group of 19 mint hinged
stamps, all with original hinged gum, we note a small range of
shades, overall fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $4,840

115
115

116

* #44 1897 8c Violet Black Small Queen, mint with full original gum, moderately hinged and well centered among large
margins, an attractive and very fine stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

116

* #44ii 1890s 8c Violet Black Small Queen with Major ReEntry, mint with hinged original gum showing natural gum
skips, with major re-entry showing in the area of CENTS, as
well as a few other areas on the stamp. Fine and not often
offered.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

117

** #45 1897 10c Brown Red Small Queen, mint never
hinged with full original gum, as well centered as can be
among four large and even margins. This gorgeous stamp
has bright, fresh colour and is extremely fine. For the most
demanding of collectors, and well worth our starting price.
Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700

118

* #45 1890 10c Brown Red Small Queen, mint with full original hinged gum, a fresh stamp that is also very well centered,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

119

8 #45 Group of 21 Used 1890s 10c Small Queens, a selected group with a variety of shades (includes salmon shades
listed in Stanley Gibbons), unchecked for varieties, a sound
group which is overall fine or better. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,365

120

* #46, 47 1893 20c and 50c Widow Weeds, both mint with
full original gum and lightly hinged, both also have bright colour and are very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

121

8 #34-47 Collection of Used Small Queens to the 50c, all
neatly displayed on 4 stock pages, all identified by owner as
per catalogue number, grading and value. Includes many subtypes, and we note the following major #s: 34 (x16), 35 (x49),
36 (x18), 37 (x24), 38 (x5), 39 (x13), 40 (x11), 41 (x40), 42
(x20), 43 (x15), 44 (x7), 45 (x23), 46 (x6) and 47 (x3). With
a total of 250 stamps, there are many other interesting attributes such as better cancels, blocks of four, pairs and strips,
shades and printings, etc. Overall fine or better, all pages
scanned online. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,403

x122

x123

122

*/** #34/45 Fresh Group of 9 Mint Small Queens, with
#s 34 (very fine, with double perforations at right), 36 (two
different shades, both fine-very fine), 38 (fine-very fine), 39
(very fine), 40a (fine), 41 (fine-very fine never hinged), 42 (extremely fine) and 43 (very fine). All have full original gum and
are lightly to very lightly hinged (except #41). A lovely group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,880

123

8 #34/46 Superior Group of 7 Used Small Queens, with
#s 34 (jumbo copy with natural paper wrinkles), 37b (3c copper red with lovely pastel colour), 39 (two copies in slightly
diff. colours, one with 1888 Yarmouth RPO cancel), 43 (with
socked on the nose Parrsboro NS 1897 cancel), 40 (dull rose
lilac early printing used later with part squared circle cancel)
and 46 (Halifax c.d.s.). All stamps are very fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $200

124

8 #35d/39b Stock of Used Small Queens Perforated 11½
x 12, with 1x (x48), 2c (x18), 3c (x400), 5c (x10) and 6c (x16),
all displayed on 8 black stock pages, with a variety of different shades and postmarks. Owner clamed that these were
all 11½ x 12 and we did a good sampling spot check with revealed that only a few were not (for example two of the 5c grey
shades). Overall fine or better, with a huge catalogue value
and all scanned online. 8
.................................................................................... Est $250

17

125

*/** #36/47 Dealer Stock of 2c to 50c Mint Small Queens,
with #s 36 (two never hinged shades), 37 (one hinged with a
thin and one without gum), 38 (two hinged, one has toned
perfs), 39b (no gum), 39d (regummed), 40 (one hinged and
one regummed with perf faults at top), 41 (5 hinged singles,
1 with no gum and a pair with one NH and one hinged), 41i
(hinged), 42 (5 hinged and 2 without gum), 43 (no gum), 44
(4 hinged with shades), 45 (4 hinged), 46 (2 hinged) and 47
(5 hinged). Some stamps may have hinge remnants or gum
problems such as redistribution, etc, still an overall fine group
with some very fine. 8
...........................................................................Scott $16,655

Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

x130
130

*/** #51 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Jubilee Issues, with 29
never hinged and 34 hinged, overall fine to a few very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $3,195

x126
126

E/P #50P, 54P, 56P 1897 ½c, 5c and 8c Jubilee Plate
Proofs, each value is in a vertical sheet margin pair, on cardmounted India paper, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $640

x131
131

*/** #52 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Jubilee Issues, with 32
never hinged and 29 hinged, overall fine to a few very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $4,047

132

E/P #53P 1897 3c Jubilee Plate Proof in Bright Rose, a
card-mounted lower right corner block of 40, with the top left
stamp (position 26) showing a prominent re-entry in “DA POS”
of CANADA POSTAGE. A very fine and not often offered item.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

x127
127

E/P #50P-65P 1897 ½c to $5 Jubilee Set of Plate Proofs,
each on card-mounted India paper, mainly with large margins
and deep rich colours, a beautiful set in immaculate condition, very fine to extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2002 Gary
J. Lyon (Philatelist) Ltd. certificate for the set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

128

*/** #50 Dealer Stock of Half Cent Jubilee Issues, with 21
never hinged (including 2 pairs, plus a block of four with wrinkles), plus 36 hinged, some have sheet selvedge attached,
overall fine to a few very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $9,735

129

** #51 Group of 5 Mint Never Hinged 1c Jubilee Blocks of
Four, all fresh and overall fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,500

18

137

133

*/** #53 1897 3c Bright Rose Jubilee, a mint block of four
with the top two stamps very lightly hinged, bottom stamps
are never hinged, bright colour and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

** #56 1897 8c Dark Violet Jubilee, a mint never hinged
upper right corner plate 20 block of 12. There is hinge reenforcement in the margin at top not affecting any of the
stamps, very fine and scarce. Rsv. $3,000.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,200

x138
138

*/** #56 Dealer Stock of Mint 8c Jubilee Issues, with 16
never hinged and 19 hinged, overall fine with a few slightly
better.
............................................................................. Scott $7,270

139

** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, a mint never hinged
block of four, with bright colour, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $900.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

140

** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged,
well centered and fresh, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $450.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

x134
134

*/** #53 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Jubilee Issues, with 27
never hinged and 21 hinged, overall fine to some very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,655

x135
135

*/** #54 Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Jubilee Issues, with 19
never hinged (including a block of four) and 30 hinged, overall
fine to a few very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $5,030

136

*/** #55 Dealer Stock of Mint 6c Jubilee Issues, with a never hinged block of four (tiny specks on gum of LR stamp only)
plus 3 NH singles and 2 other NH singles (one with a crease,
one with a gum thin counted as hinged). Overall fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $4,820

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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x141
141

145

(*) #63S 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee Overprinted SPECIMEN, unused (no gum), fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

146

* #64 1897 $4 Purple Jubilee, mint hinged with overall disturbed gum, still very well centered with bright colour and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

147

** #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, a mint never hinged
sheet margin single, with fresh colour and large margins, with
a tiny natural inclusion on gum (not mentioned in certificate
and only mentioned by us for strict accuracy), very fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate indicating “light vertical gum bend” which in our opinion is harsh. A
very nice stamp. Rsv. $4,000.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

* #57 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Jubilee Issues, with 23
hinged singles plus one without gum (not counted). We saw a
few with gum thins, else overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,680

x142
142

*/** #58 Dealer Stock of Mint 15c Jubilee Issues, with 2
never hinged and 8 hinged singles, overall fine to a few a little
bit better.
............................................................................. Scott $3,550

x143
143

*/** #59 Dealer Stock of Mint 20c Jubilee Issues, with 1
never hinged and 12 hinged singles, includes one “T-W” variety (counted as regular), overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,950

x148
148
144

20

8 #61 1897 $1 Lake Jubilee, used with “R” in oval registration cancel, deep bright colour and well centered, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

*/** #50-65 1897 ½c to $5 Jubilee Set, a complete mint
set, all hinged except for the following: ½c (very fine, no gum),
1c (crease), 3c (no gum, tiny tear at left), 10c (crease), 15c
(crease), 20c (no gum), $3 (pinholes and a bit of gum loss
near hinge), $4 (slightly faded colour) and $5 (never hinged).
The majority of the hinged stamps are very lightly hinged,
overall fine with a few very fine.
...........................................................................Scott $10,203

Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

x149
149

*/** #66 Dealer Stock of Mint Half Cent Queen Victoria
Leaf Issues, with 86 never hinged and 58 hinged, with centering ranging from very good to extremely fine, a few stamps
may have natural gum bends, one strip of four is held together
on back by its plate selvedge, unchecked by us for re-entries,
etc.
............................................................................. Scott $4,095

153

** #68 1897 2c Purple Queen Victoria Leaf, a mint never
hinged lower left corner block of four, with full original gum,
fresh with large margins and extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

154

* #68 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues,
with 20 hinged singles, overall fine to some very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,000

150

** #66 var 1897 ½c Black Queen Victoria Leaf with Misplaced Entry, a mint never hinged (hinged in margin only)
plate 1 strip of four, with full imprint in top selvedge, showing
the misplaced entry in position 1R4 (left stamp, Trimble #4),
separation in right selvedge piece at right, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

155

** #68a 1897 2c Purple Queen Victoria Leaf Imperforate,
a mint never hinged horizontal pair with immaculate gum and
fresh colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,875

151

*/** #67 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues, with 10 never hinged and 24 hinged, overall fine to a
few very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $2,230

156

*/** #69 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues, with a never hinged block of 4 and pair, plus 20 hinged
singles and one without gum, overall fine to some very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,240

157

152

E/P #68Pi 2c Queen Victoria Maple Leaf Plate Proof in Dull
Purple, a block of 16 from bottom of sheet, on card-mounted
India paper, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

x158

157

** #70 1897 5c Dark Blue Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never hinged, fine-very fine and fresh. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $375.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $440

158

*/** #70 Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues, with 7 never hinged (includes a plate strip of three) plus
21 hinged, overall fine to a few very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $7,175

21

164

*/** #66-73 1897-1898 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf
Set, all mint, with only the 1c being lightly hinged, rest are
never hinged. The 3c has a tiny dot of colour on its gum, the
5c has a short perf and the 10c has a horizontal crease, else
an attractive and very fine centered set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,840

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84

159
159

160

** #70, 70ii 1897 5c Dark Blue Queen Victoria Leaf with
Plate Scratch, a mint never hinged block of four with full original gum. The stamps are extremely well centered and fresh,
and the lower left stamp has an easily visible guide dot and
scratch at lower left, as listed in Unitrade for position 91. A
lovely block in all respects, rarely seen so nice especially with
this sought after listed variety, extremely fine. Accompanied
by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $3,000.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,850

160

** #71 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf, mint with never
hinged perfect gum, deep colour and large margins, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv.
$450.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

161

* #71 Dealer Stock of Mint 6c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues,
with 17 hinged singles plus 3 without gum, overall fine with
a few better. Also includes an unused (no gum) 5c with small
faults (not counted). 8
............................................................................. Scott $2,800

165

E/P 15c Queen Victoria Numeral Die Essay in Slate Grey, in
stamp size on card-mounted India paper, fine. Ex the American Bank Note Company sale in 1990, lot 1820 and listed in
Minuse and Pratt as #E-2. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene
Foundation certificate. A rare essay which is easily worth our
opening price. Rsv. $750.
.................................................................................... Est $800

x162
162

*/** #72 Dealer Stock of Mint 8c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues, with 2 never hinged and 22 hinged, plus one without
gum (this one not counted), overall fine to a few better, with a
few small faults here and there.
............................................................................. Scott $9,400

x163
163

22

x164

* #73 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Queen Victoria Leaf Issues,
with 13 hinged singles, overall fine with a few having natural
gum bends.
............................................................................. Scott $7,800

x166
166

E/P #74P-84P ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Numeral Plate
Proof Set, a lovely set of plate proofs on card-mounted India
paper, all with sheet margin at bottom and evenly-cut large
margins all around, extremely fresh and the most attractive
set of these that we have handled. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

167

*/** #74, 74i Dealer Stock of Mint ½c Queen Victoria Numeral Issues, with 130 never hinged (including a block of 6,
11 blocks of 4 plus several pairs and singles) and 22 hinged,
with many distinct shades, overall fine to very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,525

168

*/** #75 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 10 never hinged and 10 hinged, plus 2 without
gum, overall fine to a few very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,600

174

169

** #76 1898 2c Purple Queen Victoria Numeral Group
of Plate Inscription Strips, with five plate strips of four, all
mint never hinged (only plate 3 has a hinge in margin) with
plates 1, 2 (x2), 3 and 4 represented with fresh and very fine
stamps. A choice group that would look lovely mounted on an
album page.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,200

170

*/** #76 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Purple / Violet Queen
Victoria Numeral Issues, with 18 never hinged and 13
hinged, with shades and unchecked for papers, overall fine to
very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,990

x171
171

172

173

175

x176

175

** #77a 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die II,
mint never hinged, fresh with deep colour and very fine. Accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

176

*/** #78 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 10 never hinged (including a sheet margin block
of four) plus 6 hinged, includes one stamp with a tear (not
counted), overall fine with some very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,386

177

** #79 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Bluish Paper, mint never hinged, with bright colour and well centered
among large margins, extremely fine. A remarkably fresh
stamp, accompanied by a 2018 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

178

* #79 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on Bluish Paper, a mint plate block of six which is lightly hinged and shows
a full plate 3 inscription at top, quite fresh with a small thin on
the upper right stamp, else overall very fine. As a reference,
the six singles catalogue $2,100 alone. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................... Est $850

172

*/** #76, 76i 1898-99 2c Purple / Violet Queen Victoria
Numerals, with two purple blocks of 4 in slightly different
shades, the dark block has two lightly hinged stamps at top,
rest are NH. Also a violet block of four with four NH stamps. All
very fine and fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,560
** #77 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria, Die I, mint never
hinged, with bright colour and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

x173

** #77a 1899 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die II,
mint never hinged, well centered among four large margins,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $275.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

174

*/** #77 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral Issues, with 5 never hinged and 21 hinged, unchecked for dies, etc., overall fine to very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,705
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179

* #79, 79b Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 12 hinged singles (including 3 on white paper),
overall fine to a few better. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,000

180

(*) #79ii 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral Imperforate
on Bluish, Horizontal Wove Paper, an unused (no gum, as
issued) horizontal pair, very fine and scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

x181

*/** #80 Dealer Stock of Mint 6c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 2 never hinged and 18 hinged, overall fine with a
few better.
............................................................................. Scott $4,400

182

*/** #81 Dealer Stock of Mint 7c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 5 never hinged and 16 hinged plus a block of
four with no gum (this block not counted), overall fine with
some very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $3,640

183

184

24

*/** #82 Dealer Stock of Mint 8c Queen Victoria Numeral
Issues, with 3 never hinged (including a brownish orange with
very light offset) plus 4 hinged, overall fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,500

x186
186

* #83, 84 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c and 20c Queen Victoria Numeral Issues, with 1 never hinged and 11 hinged 10c
values, plus a hinged 20c. Overall fine and includes two faulty
20c values (these two not counted).
............................................................................. Scott $6,500

187

** #84 1900 20c Olive Green Queen Victoria Numeral, a
mint never hinged upper right corner sheet margin single,
with pristine gum, large margins and very fresh. Seldom seen
so nice, an extremely fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2020
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $2,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

x182

181

183

185

184

** #82 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never hinged, fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800
** #82 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, a mint
never hinged block of four, overall fine to very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,400

x188
188

** #74-84 1898-1902 ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Numeral
Set, mint with full original gum, never hinged and quite fresh.
A lovely set in all respects, with all stamps being either very
fine or extremely fine (the 20c is fine-very fine). A rare opportunity to acquire such a quality set in one lot.
....................................................................... Unitrade $9,960

Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88
189

8 #85, 86 Old Time Plated Collection of 2c Map Stamps,
mounted on pages by plate and plate position. Plate 1 has 98
of the possible 100 positions, plate 2 and plate 3 each have
their 100 positions present. Many of the stamps are annotated “reentry” or “retouch” and also includes a glassine full
of unplated used singles, for a total of 380 stamps. Pages are
scanned online. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,420

190

*/** #85, 86 Specialized Collection of Mint 2c Map Stamp
Blocks, all written-up on pages and identified as plate 1,
starts with a block of four (pos. 88-89, 98-99, with major reentry in position 89), plate block of four (positions 3-4, 13-14,
with major re-entry in position 3), plate block of six (positions
3-5, 13-15 with major re-entry in position 3), upper left corner
plate block of six (positions 1-3, 11-13, with major re-entry
in position 3), lower right corner plate block of six (positions
88-90, 98-100, with major re-entry in position 89), upper left
corner plate block of 24 (positions 1-3 to 71-73, with major reentry in position 3) plus a sheet margin block of six with very
muddy waters (un-positioned by owner, but looks like pos. 2021, 30-31, 40-41). Overall fine to very fine, with a few gum
creases and many never hinged stamps. Rsv. $850. 8
.................................................................................Est $1,000

191

*/** #85, 86 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Map Issues, with 29
never hinged and 37 hinged, with a good variety of shades, a
fresh and overall fine to very fine group. 8
............................................................................. Scott $4,380

192

(*) #85a 1897 2c Lavender Map Imperforate, an unused
(no gum, as issued) upper left corner plate block of eight, with
plate imprint above position 3, also with major re-entries in
position 3. A remarkable and useful item, very fine and desirable. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.
Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200

193

194

(*) #85a 1898 2c Lavender Map Imperforate, an unused
(no gum, as issued) horizontal pair, with oceans somewhat
sulphuretted, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

195

#85F 1898 2c Map Stamp Lithographed Forgery, imperforate with some toning, still very fine. A fairly crude forgery,
with no shading lines behind “Canada Postage” and thinner
than normal lettering in “We Hold” and the numeral in “2c”.
Also, the postmark “Montreal 24/12.98” is lithographed at
the same time and thus always in exactly the same position
of each example. By an unknown forger, possibly of German
origin. Do not put this into water, as the ink is fugitive and will
run. This is a scarce forgery.
.................................................................................... Est $100

196

(*) #85iii 1898 2c Grey Map Imperforate, an unused (no
gum, as issued) horizontal pair, with tiny natural inclusion at
bottom of left stamp, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

197

(*) #86a 1898 2c Blue Map Imperforate, an unused (without gum, as issued) vertical pair, very fine. Rsv. $300.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

(*) #85a 1898 2c Lavender Map Imperforate, an unused
(no gum, as issued) horizontal marginal pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

25

198

*/** #87 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c on 3c Queen Victoria
Leaf Surcharge Issues, with 15 never hinged and 35 hinged
(one with small stain and one toned) plus 2 without gum,
overall fine to very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,287

199

* #88 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c on 3c Queen Victoria Numeral Surcharge Issues, with 27 hinged singles plus one without
gum, overall fine to very fine. 8
................................................................................ Scott $910

200

8 #88 1899 2c on 3c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral
Provisional Surcharge, a group of 300 used stamps, noting
some postmark interest, including some dated, flags, etc.
Overall fine to very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,800

203

** #90 1903 2c Carmine King Edward VII, Type II, mint never hinged well centered and extremely fine. A choice example
of this stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $315

204

(*) #90A 1903 2c Carmine King Edward VII Imperforate, an
unused (no gum) plate 13 block of 10, with full plate inscription centered at top. A few light natural bends and wrinkles at
top do not detract, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

205

*/** #90A Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Edward Type II Imperforate Issues, with 8 hinged pairs plus two blocks, each with
2 hinged and 2 NH stamps. Very fine. 8
................................................................................ Scott $960

206

** #90e 1903 2c Carmine King Edward VII, Type I, Wet
Printing, a mint never hinged upper left corner block of four,
with all stamps very well centered and only a light natural
gum bend on the upper right stamp, very fine and fresh. A
remarkable block of this scarcer printing. Accompanied by a
2018 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,100.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

207

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII, a group of 10 mint
never hinged stamps, including a sheet margin block of four,
two pairs and two singles, we note a few different shades and
papers, overall just fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $5,000

King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

x201
201

202

26

** #89, 89ii, 89v 1903 1c King Edward VII Group of Shades,
with green, grey green and yellow green (with very small bit of
missing gum), all three stamps are mint never hinged and
very fine to extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $980

** #89iii 1902 1c Blue Green King Edward VII, a mint never
hinged left marginal block of four, with all stamps fresh and
very fine to extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,260

x212
208
208

209

209

** #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, a
mint never hinged sheet margin single, with fresh colour and
very fresh, an extremely fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2020
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv. $675.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

212

*/** #91 Dealer Stock of Mint 5c King Edward VII Issues,
with 1 never hinged and 15 hinged, noted blue and white papers, catalogued as least expensive, overall fine with a few
better.
............................................................................. Scott $3,500

213

** #92 1903 20c Olive Bistre King Edward VII, mint never
hinged with sheet margin at top showing plate imprint, this
lovely stamp has deep rich colour and large margins, very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,750

** #91 1905 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, mint
never hinged and well centered, with a tiny inclusion above S
of CENTS, otherwise very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,225

x214

210

* #91 1903 5c Blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, mint
with full original gum which appears never hinged but has
the faintest trace of disturbance, so catalogued as hinged. A
fresh and extremely fine stamp in all respects. Accompanied
by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

211

*/** #91 1903 5c Greyish Blue King Edward VII on Bluish
Paper, a mint upper sheet margin block of four, with three
stamps lightly hinged, lower right never hinged, showing printing order 71 imprint in top selvedge. The stamps all have large
margins and deep, bright colour, very fine. A lovely and interesting block. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $650.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,275

215

214

*/** #92 Dealer Stock of Mint 7c King Edward VII Issues,
with 8 never hinged and 12 hinged, note some shades, overall fine to a few very fine and catalogued for least expensive
shade.
.............................................................................Scott $7,100

215

** #92iii 1903 7c Straw King Edward VII, mint never hinged,
quite fresh and fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $325.
...........................................................................Unitrade $570

216

** #92iii 1903 20c Straw King Edward VII, mint never
hinged and proportionally well centered between large side
margins, fresh and very fine. A very nice stamp in all respects.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

211

210

213

27

217
217

** #93 1903 10c Brown Lilac King Edward VII, mint never
hinged with sheet margin at right, well centered and fresh,
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

218

*/** #93 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c King Edward VII Issues,
with 1 never hinged plus 13 hinged, overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $6,200

219

220

28

x221

x218
221

*/** #94 Dealer Stock of Mint 20c King Edward VII Issues,
with 1 never hinged and 9 hinged, overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $8,625

222

** #95 1908 50c Purple King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, quite fresh and very fine. A very nice stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,250

223

** #95 1908 50c Purple King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, well centered with fresh bright colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,250

** #94 1904 20c Olive Green King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, well centered and fresh with deep colour, extremely
fine. A gorgeous example of this difficult stamp. Accompanied
by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $2,900.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,375

** #94 1904 20c Olive Green King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, with rich colour and a sheet margin at top showing a
plate inscription, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,375

x224
224

* #95 Dealer Stock of Mint 50c King Edward VII Issues,
with 4 fine hinged plus one very fine no gum.
............................................................................. Scott $4,250

225

*/** #89-93 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c to 10c King Edward
VII Issues, with 1c (19x NH, 20x H), 2c (11x NH, 12x H), 5c
(1x no gum), 7c (one hinged with a thin and two without gum),
10c (one hinged and one with no gum) and 2c imperforate
(3x NH and 5x H singles, all very fine, two with sheet margins).
Overall fine, with a few better. 8
.............................................................................Scott $7,120

Quebec Tercentenary Scott #96-103
226

*/** #96 Dealer Stock of Mint ½c Québec Tercentenary Issues, with 129 never hinged and 48 hinged, includes mostly
singles, but also pairs and blocks of four, unchecked by us for
re-entries, etc., overall fine to very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $2,835

227

*/** #97 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Québec Tercentenary Issues, with 27 never hinged and 14 hinged, overall fine to very
fine, also includes one damaged (not counted). 8
.............................................................................Scott $2,445

228

*/** #98 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Québec Tercentenary Issues, with 27 never hinged and 22 hinged, overall fine to very
fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,580

229

* #99 Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Québec Tercentenary Issues,
with 23 hinged singles, overall fine with a few better. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,955

x232
232

*/** #102 Dealer Stock of Mint 15c Québec Tercentenary
Issues, with 2 never hinged, 8 hinged, overall fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,900

x233
233

* #103 Dealer Stock of Mint 20c Québec Tercentenary Issues, with 11 hinged singles, a few have minor faults, else
overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,750

x230
230

*/** #100 Dealer Stock of Mint 7c Québec Tercentenary
Issues, with 5 never hinged and 26 hinged, plus 3 without
gum (these not counted). Overall fine, with a few very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $5,250
x234
234

*/** #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set,
all mint, the ½c to 5c plus the 10c are lightly hinged, rest are
never hinged, with the 5c and 15c having slightly redistributed gum, and the 20c with slight blemishes on the gum. A
very fine and attractive set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,435

King George V Era -- Admiral Issues Scott #104-140
x231
231

*/** #101 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Québec Tercentenary
Issues, with 5 never hinged, 13 hinged plus one without gum
(this one not counted). Overall fine with some very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $5,100

235

*/** #104 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Green Admiral Issues,
with 24 never hinged and 14 hinged singles, noted different
shades and a few booklet singles, overall fine with some better. Catalogue value is for least expensive listing. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,790

29

x236
236

8/*/** #104a/109a Dealer Stock of Mostly Mint Admiral
Booklet Panes, with mint block #s 104a (6 NH and 5 hinged),
105a (one NH with natural gum skip plus 3 hinged), 105b
(one NH and 2 hinged), 106a (6 NH and 2 hinged), 107b (one
NH), 108a (one hinged) and 109a (one hinged). The used
are #s 104a (x2) and 106a, Overall fine to very fine and unchecked by us for varieties, better shades, etc.
............................................................................. Scott $2,320

240

x237

*/** #105 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c Orange Yellow Admiral Issues, with four never hinged blocks of four (these
mostly very fine), plus 16 hinged singles, unchecked by us for
shades, printings, etc., overall fine or better. Catalogue value
is for least expensive listing.
.............................................................................Scott $1,120

238

*/** #105f 1924 1c Yellow Admiral with Full Type D
Lathework, Dry Printing Die I, in a mint block of six, with bottom three stamps never hinged. Quite a deep rich printing, fine
overall. Catalogue value is for three never hinged lathework
singles and three hinged singles. Ex. Ames collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,260

239

*/** #106 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Carmine Admiral Issues, with 22 never hinged and 17 hinged singles, we noted
several shades, overall fine to very fine. Catalogue value is for
least expensive shade.
............................................................................. Scott $1,745

30

240

** #106x 1915 2c Deep Rose Red Admiral Experimental
Coil Paste-Up Vertical Strip of Four, with “Type A” backstamp
over the paste-up, the stamps are mint never hinged and fine,
with a pulled perf at top and fingerprint on bottom stamp.
Scarce and ex Brigham. Rsv. $250.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

241

*/** #107 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c Yellow Green Admiral
Issues, with 50 never hinged (incl. singles, pairs and two
blocks of four) and 16 hinged singles, we noted different
shades, both wet and dry printings as well as thin papers,
overall fine to very fine. Catalogue value is for least expensive
listing.
............................................................................. Scott $3,690

242

*/** #108 1918 3c Brown Admiral with Full Type B
Lathework, a mint block of six with the top middle stamp
lightly hinged only, overall fine to very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

x239

237

x241

x243

*.** #108 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Brown Admiral Issues,
with 34 never hinged and 17 hinged singles plus three without gum (these not counted), we noted both wet and dry printings, overall fine to very fine. Catalogue value is for least expensive listing.
............................................................................. Scott $2,890

244

#108 1918 3c Brown Admiral with 40% Type C Lathework,
a mint never hinged single, fresh and very fine. Ex. Stan Lum
and Ames collections.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

245

246

** #109 1923 3c Carmine Admiral, Die I with Full Type D
Lathework, a mint never hinged lower right corner block of
10, with a hinge in the selvedge at bottom right, very fine.
Catalogue value is for two VFNH blocks of four and one fine
hinged lathework single (right hand stamp) plus one regular
fine NH single (above it).
...........................................................................Unitrade $980

248

** #109 1923 3c Carmine Admiral, Die I, a mint never
hinged block of 12, with the top right three stamps having
tiny offset spots on their gum, which do not detract to the
freshness of this very fine block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,080

244

243

x245

247

246

** #108, 108c, 108ii 1918-23 3c Brown Admiral Group,
with three different mint never hinged blocks of four, brown
wet printing, brown dry printing and dark brown wet printing.
A very fine group and a great way to show these distinct printings.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,920
** #108c 1923 3c Brown Admiral, Dry printing, a mint
never hinged block of four, stamps are all quite fresh and well
centered, extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

8
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x249

x250

249

** #109 1923 3c Carmine Admiral, Die I, a group of six mint
never hinged blocks of four, three have natural straight edges
at right, overall very fine and fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,160

250

*/** #109 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Carmine Admiral Issues, with 42 never hinged and 23 hinged singles, assumed
all Die I, overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,455

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

31

251
251

** #109c 1924 3c Carmine Admiral, Die II, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

252

*/** #109iv 1923 3c Carmine Admiral Precancelled RGauge Block of Four, mint, with bottom stamps never hinged
and Toronto Ont precancel, cutting arrow at top of selvedge,
very fine. The first we have handled, and possibly unique. Ex.
Stan Lum and Ames collections.
.................................................................................... Est $350

253
253

254

255

x256

252

257

256

*/** #110 Dealer Stock of Mint 4c Olive Bistre (and
shades) Admiral Issues, with 15 never hinged and 32 hinged
singles, we noted different shades as well as both wet and dry
printings, overall fine to very fine. Catalogue value is for least
expensive listing, so actual value should be much higher. A
very nice lot.
............................................................................. Scott $3,320

257

** #110d 1925 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral, Dry Printing, a
mint never hinged block of four, fresh with deep rich colour,
fine-very fine overall.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

254

** #110 1922 4c Olive Bistre Admiral with 40% Type D Inverted Lathework, a mint never hinged block of four with brilliant colour, very well centered stamps and a few pulled perfs
at top, still very fine. Rsv. $600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500
** #110 1922 4c Olive Bistre Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged with deep rich colour and well centered among
4 large and even margins, extremely fine. A remarkable stamp
in all resects.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

258

259

258

** #111 1914 5c Dark Blue Admiral, a mint never hinged
sheet margin single with deep rich colour, pristine gum and
quite fresh. A lovely and very fine stamp which is accompanied by a 2007 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv. $450.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

259

** #111 1911 5c Dark Blue Admiral, mint never hinged,
with deep rich colour, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

8 #110 1922 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral, a bulk lot of 1,000
used singles, appears to be unpicked for postmarks, catalogued as overall fine-very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

x260
260

32

* #111 Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Blue Admiral Issues, with
21 hinged singles, unchecked by us for shades, varieties, etc.,
a few have small faults, else overall fine or better. Catalogue
value is for least expensive listing.
............................................................................. Scott $4,200

265

261

*/** #112 1922 5c Violet Admiral with Full Type D
Lathework, a mint lower right corner block of four with bottom two stamps never hinged, top two lightly hinged, fresh
and fine. Ex. Ames collection.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

266

265

** #113b 1912 7c Straw Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine and quite fresh. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

266

** #113iv 1915-16 7c Greenish Yellow Admiral, mint never
hinged, well centered and fresh, extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x262
262

*/** #112, 112a Dealer Stock of Mint 5c Violet Admiral
Issues, with #112 (wet and dry): 22 never hinged plus 26
hinged, and #112a (thin paper): 20 never hinged plus 18
hinged. Overall fine to very fine and catalogue value is for the
least expensive variety, printing, shade, etc.
............................................................................. Scott $5,620

x263
263

264

x267
267

*/** #114 Dealer Stock of Mint 7c Red Brown Admiral Issues, with 25 never hinged plus 21 hinged, includes both wet
and dry printings as well as a few different shades, and a
quick glance revealed some “diagonal line in V or N” varieties.
Overall fine to very fine, catalogue value is for least expensive
printing and shade.
............................................................................. Scott $1,847

268

** #114, 114v 1924 7c Red Brown Admiral, Dry Printing,
a remarkable mint block of 15, with all stamps being pristine
and never hinged, plus four stamps showing the variety “diagonal line in N of CENTS”, very fine and scarce as a large
multiple. Accompanied by a 2012 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Ex Dr. Watt. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,955

264

* #113 Dealer Stock of Mint 7c Yellow Ochre Admiral Issues, with 22 hinged singles, includes a good range of
shades and unchecked by us for retouches, etc. Overall fine
with some very fine. Catalogue value is for least expensive
printing or shade.
.............................................................................Scott $1,210
*/** #113a 1912 7c Olive Bistre Admiral, a mint block of
four, bottom stamps are never hinged, top two hinged, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

33

269

** #114b 1924 7c Red Brown Admiral, with 30% Type D
Lathework, Wet Printing, a mint strip of 5 (now a pair and a
strip of three), the leftmost stamp having a cutting arrow at
left alongside a straight edge. Never hinged and very fine and
catalogue value is for 5 singles.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

270

** #115 1925 8c Blue Admiral, mint never hinged, well centered among four large and even margins, with rich colour
and very fine. A lovely stamp in all respects.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

271

*/** #115 Dealer Stock of Mint 8c Admiral Issues, with 27
never hinged plus 19 hinged, overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,210
275

8 #117 1922 10c Blue Admiral, a used plate block of 18,
with full plate 22 inscription at top, each stamp is cancelled
by an OCT.29.1934 Calgary c.d.s. Hinge reinforced between
two stamps at bottom, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x273

272

*/** #116 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Plum Admiral Issues,
with 10 hinged singles, overall fine with a few better.
............................................................................. Scott $2,750

273

* #117 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Blue Admiral Issues, with
14 hinged singles and includes both wet and dry printings, as
well as shades. Overall fine to very fine, catalogue value is for
least expensive printing.
................................................................................ Scott $665

34

** #117 1922 10c Blue Admiral Wet Printing with Type D
Inverted Lathework, a mint never hinged pair showing more
than the “trace” amount of lathework as listed in Unitrade.
Fine-very fine and scarce.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

x271

270

x272

274

276

277

276

** #118 1925 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, a
mint never hinged block of four with all stamps being quite
fresh and well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a
2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Rsv. $400.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

277

** #118 1925 10c Bistre Brown Admiral, mint never
hinged, well centered and very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

283

x278
278

279

280

281

** #118b 1925 10c Yellow Brown Admiral, a mint never
hinged block of four, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

284

285

284

** #119iv 1925 20c Dark Olive Green Admiral with Retouched Upper Right Spandrel, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged with deep fresh colour, with small spot of missing gum
(not mentioned in cert), else extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $540

285

** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, fresh and very fine. A lovely stamp which is accompanied by a 2014 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

x281

*/** #118b 1925 10c Yellow Brown Admiral, a mint block
of four with three never hinged stamps, bottom right is lightly
hinged, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210
*/** #119 Dealer Stock of Mint 20c Admiral Issues, with
23 never hinged plus 25 hinged, includes both wet and dry
printings as well as a few shades. Overall fine to very fine but
3 or 4 stamps may have been regummed (inspect). Also includes one without gum (not counted). Catalogue value is for
least expensive printing.
............................................................................. Scott $9,075

282
282

279

*/** #118 Dealer Stock of Mint 10c Brown Admiral Issues,
with 2 never hinged plus 15 hinged singles and includes examples of both shades. Overall fine to very fine. Catalogue
value is for least expensive shade.
................................................................................ Scott $800

280

** #119d 1912 20c Grey Green Admiral, Wet Printing, a mint
never hinged block of four, fine-very fine. Ex. Ames collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

x286

287

286

*/** #120 Dealer Stock of Mint 50c Admiral Issues, with
16 never hinged plus 26 hinged, includes both wet and dry
printings as well as a few different shades. Overall fine to very
fine. Also includes an obviously reperforated single and one
without gum (these two not counted). Catalogue value is for
least expensive printing.
............................................................................. Scott $5,280

287

** #120a 1912 50c Black Admiral, Wet Printing, mint
never hinged with deep rich colour and fairly well centered
between large and even margins. The stamp has a tiny bit of
dirt on its gum and a few lightly feathered perf tips at bottom,
still an extremely fine looking example of this scarce printing.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,200

288

** #120i 1917 50c Silver Black Admiral, Wet Printing, mint
never hinged and quite fresh, with lower right corner perf tip
creased, still a remarkable example of this distinct shade,
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

283

** #119c 1912 20c Dark Olive Green Admiral, Wet Printing, int never hinged , with light toning, else a very fine appearing stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

35

x293

289
289

** #120ii 1923 50c Brown Black Admiral, Wet Printing,
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050
** #122 1925 $1 Orange Admiral, Dry Printing with Full
Type D Lathework, mint never hinged, with bright colour and
fresh, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

291

** #122 1925 $1 Orange Admiral, Dry Printing, a mint never
hinged upper marginal block of four, with all four stamps being
quite fresh, well centered and extremely fine. A super block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,440

x292

36

*/** #123-124 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c and 2c Admiral
Coils, Perforated 8 Horizontally, with the 1c: 4 NH singles, a
NH pair and a NH paste-up pair, as well as 3 hinged singles.
The 2c has 4 NH singles, one NH pair and 5 hinged singles.
Overall fine, with a few better.
............................................................................. Scott $4,630

294

*/**/* #123/134 Powerful Collection of Mint Admiral
Coil Issues, all written-up on 22 album/exhibit pages plus
three stock pages. Quite an advanced collection with a little
of everything including 21 covers, pairs, strips of four, a good
number of start or end strips, a pair and a strip of three of the
2c carmine experimental coil (signed by J.N. Sissons), pasteup pairs, blocks of four of the 1c, block of 15 of the 2c, a
“shilling mark” on a 1c perf 12 horizontally pair (131vii), and
more. The majority of the stamps are mint, and we noted only
very few used. All pages are scanned online, well worth our
estimate. Rsv. $1,300. 8
.................................................................................Est $2,000

295

** #123 var 1913 1c Dark Green Admiral Coil, Perforated 8 Horizontally, with Kiss Print, a mint never hinged and
very well centered pair (catalogue value of $900 alone) with
strong kiss print in right margin of top stamp. The first we
have encountered on the Admiral issue, and quite rare. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Stan
Lum and Ames collections. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

290

290

292

293

** #122 Dealer Stock of Mint $1 Admiral Issues, with 7
hinged singles plus another single with no gum and one with
gum problems (these two not counted). Mostly fine, with a few
better.
................................................................................ Scott $680

296

*/** #125-130 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c to 3c Admiral
Coils, Perforated 8 Vertically, with the 1c green: 2 NH pairs,
5 NH singles, 1 hinged pair and 5 hinged singles. 1c orange
yellow: 16 NH singles, 1 NH strip of four, 3 NH pairs, 2 NH
paste-up pairs, 10 hinged singles and 4 hinged pairs. 2c carmine: 5 NH singles, 1 NH pair, 1 NH strip of four, 5 hinged
singles and 1 hinged pair. 2c green: 2 NH singles, 3 NH pairs
1 NH strip of three, 6 hinged singles. 3c brown: 5 NH singles,
2 NH pairs, 1 NH paste-up pair, 1 NH strip of four, 5 hinged
singles and 3 hinged pairs. 3c carmine: 6 NH singles, 1 NH
pair, 1 NH strip of four, 4 hinged singles and 3 hinged pairs.
We noted several shades, wet and dry printings and dies,
overall fine to very fine, catalogued as least expensive listing,
so actual catalogue would be much higher.
............................................................................. Scott $7,202

299

*/** #131-134 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c to 3c Admiral
Coils, Perforated 12 Horizontally, with the 1c: 19 NH singles,
5 NH pairs, 15 hinged singles and 3 hinged pairs. 2c carmine:
7 NH singles, 3 NH pairs, 5 hinged singles and 2 hinged pairs.
2c green: 2 NH singles and 3 hinged singles. 3c brown: 17
NH singles, 4 NH paste-up pairs, 13 NH pairs and 15 hinged
singles. We noted some shade varieties, overall fine to very
fine and catalogued as all least expensive listings.
.............................................................................Scott $4,110

300

** #131iv 1918 1c Green Admiral Toronto Experimental
Coil, a mint never hinged pair, quite fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

x297
297

*/** #126a, 128a Group of Part Imperforate Admiral Coil
Multiples, with #s 126a (2 pairs and 2 blocks, each lightly
hinged at top, plus 3 NH pairs and 2 NH blocks) and 128a (2
NH blocks and 3 hinged pairs). Catalogued as all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,020

298
298

x299

*/** #130a 1924 3c Carmine Admiral Part Perforate Coil
Block, Wet Printing with Trace Lathework D, a mint block
of four from bottom of sheet, with top two stamps hinged,
bottom two never hinged, showing a trace (as all are) of
lathework D, very fine. Accompanied by a 2020 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate, and catalogue value is for two singles.
Rsv. $1,150.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

301

302

301

** #131iv 1918 1c Green Admiral Toronto Experimental
Coil, a mint never hinged strip of four, quite fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

302

*/** #131iv 1918 1c Green Admiral Toronto Experimental
Coil, a mint strip of four, bottom two stamps never hinged, top
stamp with gum thin and second stamp very lightly hinged,
very fine. Ex. Ames collection.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

37

303

8 #137 1924 2c Green Admiral Imperforate, a used plate
block of 12, with large part of plate 188 inscription in upper
margin, stamps are cancelled by thick crayon, very fine and
scarce. Used plate blocks not valued in Unitrade, so value
given is for 6 pairs only.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

307

*/** #139 Dealer Stock of Mint 2c on 3c Admiral Surcharge Issues, with single-line surcharge: 7 never hinged
(including a block of 4) and 12 hinged (including a block of
four), plus a no gum block of four (not counted). Also two-line
surcharge: 30x NH singles and 31 hinged (including 2 blocks
of 4). Overall fine to very fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $3,490

308

** #139-140 1926 2c on 3c Admiral Provisional Set of
Both Surcharges, both are mint never hinged, with bright colour and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

309

*/** #184 Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Admiral Perforated 12
x 8 Issues, with 111 never hinged (singles, many blocks of 4,
strips and a block of 24) and 21 hinged, overall fine to very
fine. 8
............................................................................. Scott $2,388

** #134i 1921 3c Brown Admiral Coil, Perforated 12 Horizontally, a mint never hinged paste-up strip of four, very fine.
Ex. Brigham and Ames collections
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

304

8 #136 1924 1c Yellow Admiral Imperforate, a used plate
block of 12 with part of plate 180 inscription in top margin,
with each stamp cancelled by MAY.19.1925 c.d.s. cancels
from Kitchener, Ontario, very fine. Used plate blocks not valued in Unitrade, so value given is for 6 pairs only.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

305

*/** #136-138 Dealer Stock of Mint 1c to 3c Admiral
Imperforate Issues, with 1c (6 hinged singles and a hinged
pair), 2c (one hinged single), 3c (NH block of 4, 4x NH pairs,
one NH single, 4x hinged pairs and 7x hinged singles). Overall
very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,000

38

306

x310
310

** #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Mint Never Hinged
Set with Extras, with #s 104, 105, 106, 107, 108c, 109,
110, 110d, 111b, 112, 112a, 113, 113b, 114, 115, 116,
117ii, 118, 119, 120 and 122. All stamps are remarkably
fresh and overall very fine centered, and were assembled one
by one by the owner. A rarely offered set so nice all stamps
scanned online.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,385

311

*/** #104/117 Balance of Mint Admiral Collection on 4
Stock Sheets, with singles, pairs, blocks, imperforate pairs,
War Tax (including an imperforate pair of the 2c + 1c brown),
surcharged 2c on 3c, etc. There is a mix of hinged and never hinged, and a spot check revealed overall good quality
stamps, save for a discoloured 8c blue pair, one of the 3c
imperf pairs has no gum and the odd other small fault. Overall
fine or better, with a huge catalogue value. All pages scanned
online. 8
.................................................................................... Est $500

312

(*) #104/119, etc. Large Group of Unused Admiral Blocks,
with 33 blocks of 4 or larger (for example a block of 40 of the
1c green), including some with plate inscriptions, from the 1c
to the 20c, also with some War Tax. Many of the stamps are
very fine centered, with a huge catalogue value but all unused
without gum, so no need to worry about hinging. All scanned
online. 8
.................................................................................... Est $350

313

* #104/140 Stock of Mint 1c to 50c Admiral Values on 4
Stock Pages, this lot has been catalogued by the lowest priced
variety of each Scott / Unitrade number, not taking into account
shades, paper, dies or wet / dry printing, so true catalogue value will be much higher than indicated. Includes all issues from
#104 to 120, plus an assortment of surcharges, imperforates,
coils, etc. Saw a few straight edges and small faults, still overall
fine to very fine. All pages shown in photos. 8
.............................................................................Scott $5,549

x316
316

*/** #123-134 Complete Set of Mint Admiral Coil Pairs,
all never hinged except where noted: 123 (two different
shades), 124, 125 (hinged), 125ii (left stamp LH, right has a
gum bend), 126, 127 (hinged), 128, 129 (left stamp hinged,
right NH), 130-134 and also includes 126a sheet margin pair
and 128a pair. Overall fine to very fine, all stamps scanned
online.
............................................................................. Scott $3,037

317

8/*/** Valuable and Interesting Admiral Lot, with the
highlight being Treadwell essays (block and a pair), experimental coil stamps signed JNS (Jim N. Sissons) in pencil
denoting these were coil stamps from Toronto experimental
vending machine (106xiii), 138 lathework including inscription imperforate pair Lathework D mint and used (other with
minor faults), imperforates, War Tax including two MR2Bi,
coils with paste-up single, pairs noting 126 paste-up (NH),
a 131 paste-up strip of 4 (NH), booklet panes, a block with
guide line, provisionals, perfins including a 10c strip of 4 with
“PS”, numerous numeral cancels, grouping of precancels totally unchecked. A group of covers accompany (condition varies for these). Some faults to be expected. All pages scanned
online, along with many of the covers. 8
.................................................................................... Est $500

x314
314

** #105d/112c Group of Four Mint Never Hinged Admiral
Blocks of Four, with #s 105d, 108, 109 and 112c. A nice
fresh group, overall fine to very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,130

King George V Era -- Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7

x315
315

** #107/117, 137 Group of Five Mint Never Hinged Admirals, with #s 107e, 109, 112, 117a (horizontal crease at top)
and 137. Centering varies from fine to very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $377

318

x319

318

** #MR1 1915 1c Green Admiral War Tax, a mint never
hinged block of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $480

319

** #MR1-MR4 1915-16 Group of Four First Admiral War
Tax Issues, all mint never hinged, fresh and very fine to extremely fine. A lovely group.
...........................................................................Unitrade $540

39

325

320

321

320

** #MR2 1917 2c Carmine Admiral War Tax with Full Type
B Lathework, a mint never hinged block of four, showing an
extra line below the lathework, fresh and very fine. Ex. Stan
Lum and Ames collections.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

321

** #MR2B 1915 5c Blue Admiral Overprinted WAR TAX,
mint never hinged, fresh with bright colour, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

322

323

322

** #MR2Bi 1915 5c Blue Admiral Overprinted INLAND
REVENUE WAR TAX, mint never hinged, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

323

* #MR2Bi 1915 5c Blue Admiral Overprinted INLAND REVENUE WAR TAX, mint hinged (hinge remnant) with enormous,
even margins, with a bit of gum soaking at top right, still a one
of a kind jumbo stamp.
.................................................................................... Est $200

** #MR2D 1915 50c Black Admiral Overprinted WAR TAX,
mint never hinged with sheet margin at left, fresh and very
fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

326

x328

326

** #MR2D 1915 50c Black Admiral Overprinted WAR TAX,
mint never hinged, with very light overall gum glazing, still
with very fine appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

327

*/** #MR7iv 1916 2c + 1c Yellow Brown Admiral War
Tax Coil, Die I, a mint paste-up strip of four, left stamp is
never hinged, middle paste-up is hinged and right stamp is
never hinged but lightly stained on back. Overall very fine and
scarce. Ex. Ames collection. Rsv. $275.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,020

328

** #MR1-MR7 1915-16 Complete Set of Mint Never Hinged
Admiral War Tax Issues, includes MR1 to MR6 singles, and
MR7 is a paste-up pair. All never hinged, catalogued as all
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,860

x329
329

324
324

40

325

** #MR2C 1915 20c Olive Green Admiral Overprinted WAR
TAX, mint never hinged, quite fresh with bright colour and extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

* #MR2B/MR2D Group of Four Different Mint WAR TAX
Overprinted Admirals, with MR2B, MR2C. MR2Ci and MR2D,
all mint lightly hinged and catalogued as all fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

Confederation Series Scott #135, 141-148

Scroll Issue Scott #149-161

x333

330

** #135 1917 3c Brown Fathers of Confederation, a mint
never hinged block of 16, overall fine to very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,840

331

*/** #135, 135i Dealer Stock of Mint 3c Fathers of Confederation Issues, with 50 never hinged and 21 hinged, overall fine to very fine, a good quality lot counted as only brown
shade but includes dark brown stamps as well. 8
............................................................................. Scott $6,695

333

** #149d-159b 1929 1c to $1 King George V Scroll Set,
Imperforate Vertically, all in mint never hinged horizontal
pairs, all but the Bluenose have sheet margins, a fresh and
extremely fine set. Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,325

334

** #157 1929 20c Dark Carmine Harvesting Wheat, mint
never hinged, well centered amid four huge and even margins, extremely fine. Definitely one in a million (7 million were
printed), destined for the finest collection, catalogue value irrelevant.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

335

** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, mint never hinged,
fresh with fine-very fine centering.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

336

** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, mint never hinged,
quite fresh and well centered, extremely fine. A great example
of this iconic stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

x332
332

*/** #141a-145a 1927 1c to 12c Confederation Imperforate Set, all in mint blocks of four, the 2c and 3c have sheet
margins at right, the 12c is from the lower right corner. Each
block has the top two stamps very lightly hinged, bottom are
never hinged, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com

41

x337
337

341

** #176 1930 50c Dull Blue Grand Pré, mint never hinged,
well centered and extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

342

** #176a 1930 50c Grand Pré Imperforate, a mint never
hinged vertical pair with immaculate gum and very fine centered among large margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 2019
Greene Foundation certificate. A scarce stamp, with only 75
pairs produced. Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

** #149-159 1928-29 1c to $1 King George V Scroll Set,
all mint never hinged and fresh, catalogued as all very fine
except for the 50c Bluenose at fine,
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,880

x338
338

** #149b-159a 1928-29 1c to $1 King George V Scroll Set,
Imperforate, all in mint never hinged horizontal pairs, the 10c
and 12c have sheet margins, rest mostly have large margins
(except the 10c which is close at bottom, catalogued as fine),
else a very fine set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,055

339

8 #151-154 Accumulation of Used Scroll Issues, with #151
(x100), 152 (x177), 153 (x286) and 154 (x25) totaling 588
stamps. Catalogued as overall fine to very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,425

Arch-Leaf Issue Scott #162-183

x343
343

340

42

(*) #173a 1930 10c Olive Green Library of Parliament Imperforate, an unused (no gum) horizontal pair with large even
margins, left stamp has a pencil notation on back, very fine
and rare.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

*/** #178-183 1930-31 1c to 3c King George V Arch Coil
Set, mint, all in strips of 4 except #s 181 and 183 which are
in strips of 5. Each strip has one lightly hinged stamp except
#180 which has two. A very fine set.
...........................................................................Unitrade $952

x344
344

** #180iii-182iii 1930-31 2c King George V Arch Coils in
Line Strips of Four, with all three 2c issues, each mint never
hinged in a line strip of four with line in middle, showing the
“Cockeyed King” variety to the left of each line. Very fresh and
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $940

348

Silver Jubilee Issue Scott #211-216

x345
345

** #162-177 1930-31 1c to $1 King George V Arch Set, all
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,680

* #208iv 1934 3c Blue Jacques Cartier, a mint hinged wide
gutter horizontal strip of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

Detail Lot 349
349

E/P #211P-215P 1935 1c to 10c Silver Jubilee Enlarged
Photographic Proofs, photos are black and white and enlarged, with each of the 5 values mounted on thick card measuring 110 x 127 cm. Very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x350

x346
346

*/** #162-177 1930-31 1c to $1 Arch Issue Set, all in
mint blocks of four, three low values are in plate block format,
rest are blocks or corner blocks, etc. Many blocks are never
hinged (indicated on pages and mostly the middle values)
rest are either hinged or have light gum dulling, etc., and were
counted as such. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,324

Medallion Issue etc. Scott #184-210
347

350

*/** #211a-216a 1935 1c to 13 Silver Jubilee Set, Imperforate, with each value in a mint sheet margin pair. The four
lower values are never hinged, others lightly hinged. A fresh
and very fine set. Rsv. $1,500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,275

Pictorial Issue Scott #217-230
351

** #218b 1935 2c Brown King George V Pictorial Booklet
Pane of Six, a group of 12 mint never hinged panes, fresh
and overall fine to very fine. 8
................................................................................ Scott $900

** #195b 1933 1c Dark Green King George V Medallion
Booklet Pane of Six, a bulk lot of 25 panes, all mint never
hinged and overall fine to very fine. 8
.............................................................................Scott $1,875

43

King George VI Era (1937-1952) -- Scott #231-320

Detail Lot 355
355

E/P #251DP 3c King George VI War Issue Large Die Proof
in Colour of Issue, on India sunk-in on card measuring 94
x 104 mm, with die number X-G-741 and CBN Co. Ltd. imprints below the stamp image, scarce and extremely fine. Rsv.
$1,100.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-) -- Scott #321 and on

x352
352

E/P #241P-245P 1938 10c to $1 Pictorial Issue Set of
Plate Proofs, with all values in sheet margin pairs, on cardmounted India paper, extremely fine. Rsv. $375.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

356

E/P Ca. 1950s Canadian Bank Note Company 2c Experimental Specimen Stamp in Blue on Rose Paper, an ungummed (as issued) lower right corner block of 8, very fine and
scarce. Rsv. $325.
.................................................................................... Est $350

357

E/P Ca. 1950s Canadian Bank Note Company 2c Experimental Specimen Stamp in Green on White Paper, a mint
never hinged lower right corner block of 8, very fine and
scarce. Rsv. $325.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x353
353

E/P #241P-245P 1938 10c to $1 Pictorial Set of Plate
Proofs, with all four values (there were no plate proofs of the
13c) as singles on card-mounted India paper, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x354
354

44

** #249d-256a 1942-43 1c to 8c King George VI War Issue Short Set, Imperforate, with each value in a mint never
hinged horizontal pair, all but the 1c have sheet margins on
one or two sides, with fresh colours. Each stamp has an owner’s handstamp reading “HHH” for Dr. Harris H. Hopkins, very
fine, and not often offered, with only 150 pairs produced.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

358

** #387a 1959 5c St. Lawrence Seaway with Inverted Text,
mint never hinged, with lovely and immaculate gum, fresh
and very fine. A scarce and sought after stamp with only 400
produced, and a must have for any varieties collector.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,500

359

** #454p/505p Group of Centennial-Era Tagged Strips of
20, either without plate inscription (printed that way) or with,
includes 10 different issues in various quantities, with a bottom and a top strip for each issue except one where we have
a right and a left. All mint never hinged and very fine, accompanied by owner’s inventory. 8
...........................................................................Unitrade $772

Detail Lot 360

363

** #466 1967 3c Dull Purple Centennial Coil, a mint never
hinged bulk lot of 50 strips of four. Very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

364

** #466 1967 3c Dull Purple Centennial Coil, a mint never
hinged roll of 280 stamps, no start or end strip, very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

365

8 #500 var 1969 6c Flags of Summer and Winter Games
with Pre-Printing Fold, a used sheet margin single showing a
prominent pre-printing paper fold, first we have seen on this
stamp, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

366

** #519/528p Set of 6 Different 1970 Christmas Complete Sheets of 100, including 3 tagged (field stock) and 3
untagged (with plate inscriptions), featuring listed varieties,
with 519, 519p, 520, 520p, 521, 521p, 522, 522i, 522iv,
522p, 522pi, 522pii, 523, 523i, 523iii, 523p, 523piii, 524,
524p, 525, 525i, 525p, 525pi, 526, 526p, 527, 527p 528,
528p. Note that 525i exists with and without 525ii and 525pi
also exists with and without 525pii. These sheets are without 525ii or 525pii which according to Unitrade make them
scarce. An opportunity to acquire a nice set of all different
sheets, with many of the listed varieties. Very fine, mint never
hinged. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,230

367

** #555 var 1971 7c Christmas Issue with Dramatic Misperforation, a mint never hinged upper left corner block of
12, with each vertical perforation rows shifted to the right by
4mm. Very fine and impressive.
.................................................................................... Est $150

368

** #592 T1 1974 7c Dark Brown Louis St. Laurent with Tagging Variety, a mint never hinged field stock sheet of 100,
with all vertical tagging bars shifted to the left, resulting in
each stamp having only one bar at centre right, scarce and
very fine. 8
........................................................................ Tagging $5,000

Detail Lot 361

360

** #455ai 1970 2c + 3c Centennial Opal Booklet with Vertical and Horizontal Perforations in Gutter, a complete mint
never hinged booklet, scarce and a very fine example of this
sought-after booklet. Accompanied by a 1980 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

361

8 #455ai 1970 2c + 3c Centennial Opal Booklet Pane with
Vertical and Horizontal Perforations in Gutter, a used booklet pane with MAY.25.1971 c.d.s. cancels from Winchester,
Ont., very fine and scarce. Accompanied by a 1980 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

362

** #465Biii 1967 $1 Carmine Rose Centennial, a mint never hinged full sheet of 50, Plate 2, on low fluorescent paper
with PVA gum. We note two staple holes in the lower left corner selvedge for the record. We catalogued this as the least
expensive of the two listed fluorescent varieties, as one plate
block (upper left, $62.50) plus 46 singles ($12.50 each). 8
...........................................................................Unitrade $637

45

Detail Lot 371

x369
369

370

E/P #691 Group of Essays from the Joint 1976 Canada-USA
Bicentennial Issue, from the personal files of the issues’ Canadian designer Bernard J. Reilander. This spectacular group
of material includes five enlarged lithographed celluloid used
for pre-production review and approval by the two postal administrations. Also included are full panes of each of the issued
stamps (Unitrade 691 and Scott USA 1690), the Canadian
promotional poster and PS14 brochure (poster signed by the
designer) and various FDCs including one signed by Canada’s
Postmaster General Bryce Mackasey, as well as the designers
and engravers. See our online photos for a good look at the
contents.
.................................................................................... Est $350

371

** #742ii 1977 12c Christmas Issue with Major Perforation Variety, a mint never hinged lower left corner vertical
block of 10, missing the entire left side of the comb perforations. A striking variety, with a small perf fault at top left, still
very fine and striking. Rsv. $750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,150

372

E/P #859 Group of Essays from the 1980 John Diefenbaker Issue, from the personal files of the designer, Bernard J.
Reilander. This fabulous group of material includes two large
hand-drawn-and-painted and three large lithographed celluloid used for pre-production review and selection of the final
design, all showing unaccepted designs and denominations.
Also included are two issued FDCs signed by Mr. Reilander.
See our online photos for a look at the contents. 8
.................................................................................... Est $350

** #727 var 1979 $2 Kluane National Park with Dramatic
Foldover Variety, a mint never hinged lower left corner block of
four, with the good part of two stamps folded over before perforation and probably just after the silver ink was applied, as
there is some offset. A dramatic and interesting modern error.
.................................................................................... Est $200

We are always seeking nice material for our
sales. Contact Stéphane to discuss your
consignments to our future auctions.
stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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Detail Lot 373
373

** #1162 var 1987 37c Queen Elizabeth II with Printing
Flaw, a mint never hinged block of 20 with the right hand
column stamps having a vertical line running through them,
probably caused by a foreign object floating on to the plate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

374

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, with two light internal creases affecting one stamp, very fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d plate
block plus three pairs and does not include the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

375

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, with a light internal crease affecting
one stamp at bottom, very fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d
plate block plus three pairs and does not include the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

376

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and full
plate inscription at left, with a light internal crease affecting
one stamp at bottom, very fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d
plate block plus three pairs and does not include the tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

377

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of
10, Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and
full plate inscription at left, very fine. Catalogue value is for
#1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include the
tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

378

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of
10, Imperforate, mint never hinged, including both tabs and
full plate inscription at left, very fine. Catalogue value is for
#1166d plate block plus three pairs and does not include the
tabs.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,100

379

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged lot of five complete booklets,
each including both tabs and full plate inscription at left, very
fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d plate blocks plus three
pairs each, and does not include the tabs. A few may have
light internal creases.
.....................................................................Unitrade $25,500

380

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged lot of five complete booklets,
each including both tabs and full plate inscription at left, very
fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d plate blocks plus three
pairs each, and does not include the tabs. A few may have
light internal creases.
.....................................................................Unitrade $25,500

381

** #1166d 1989 39c Flag Over Clouds Booklet Pane of 10,
Imperforate, mint never hinged lot of eight complete booklets, each including both tabs and full plate inscription at left,
very fine. Catalogue value is for #1166d plate blocks plus
three pairs each, and does not include the tabs. A few may
have light internal creases.
.....................................................................Unitrade $40,800

382

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair with sheet margin at bottom, tiny wrinkle in margin at left, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

383

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair with sheet margin at bottom, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

384

385

384

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at bottom,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

385

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at bottom,
with wrinkle in margin between both stamps, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700
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386

387

386

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at top, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

387

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at top, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

388

48

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal pair with large sheet margin at
top showing booklet and plate inscriptions plus traffic lights,
small blue ink mark on left stamp and light stain near the
traffic lights, else very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

389

390

389

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical gutter strip of four, with very light
bend in gutter margin, still very fine. Catalogue value is for two
pairs only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

390

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical strip of four with sheet margins at
top and bottom. There is a light internal bend affecting the
three bottom stamps, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

391

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged plate block of four with sheet margin at top
showing booklet and printer imprints, including traffic lights,
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

392

393

394

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged block of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

395

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
complete booklet pane of 10, with printer’s imprint at top,
including traffic lights. Very light internal bends affect the top
two upper right stamps only, else very fine. Catalogue value is
for 5 pairs only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

396

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a complete booklet pane of 10, with printer’s imprint at top, including
traffic lights. Light crease affecting the lower left stamp only,
else very fine. Catalogue value is for 5 pairs only. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

397

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a complete booklet pane of 10, with printer’s imprint at top, including
traffic lights, very fine. Catalogue value is for 5 pairs only. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

398

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
complete booklet pane of 10, with printer’s imprint at top, including traffic lights. Tiny wrinkle in margin above upper left
two stamps only, else very fine. Catalogue value is for 5 pairs
only. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged vertical block of six with sheet margin at
bottom, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

** #1167c 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate, a
mint never hinged block of four, small bend in margin below
lower left stamp, still very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

Did you know we have thousands of scans online?
Scans of all these lots can be found online, please visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com
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399

400

50

** #1167d 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Horizontal Pair,
Imperforate Between, mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part
Booklet Panes, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single
stamp with tab, imperforate between (times two), as well as
six horizontal pairs imperforate between and also 6 singles
imperforate at left (these unlisted). This entire contains a total of 26 stamps, 6 tabs and plate inscriptions in selvedge at
top of top and bottom panes. The panes have some amount
of wrinkling and there is a bit of separation in 2 places, still
very fine. Catalogue value is for the listed varieties only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,200

401

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part
Booklet Pane, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single
stamp with tab, imperforate between, as well as three horizontal pairs imperforate between and also 4 singles imperforate at right (these unlisted). This entire contains a total of 14
stamps, 2 tabs and plate inscriptions in selvedge at top, very
fine. Catalogue value is for the listed varieties only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

402

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part Booklet Pane, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single stamp
with tab, imperforate between, as well as two horizontal pairs
imperforate between and also 2 singles imperforate at left
(these unlisted). This entire contains a total of 9 stamps, 3
tabs and plate inscriptions in selvedge at top. There is horizontal separation below the entire length of the two left tabs
extending under the top right stamp, still very fine. Catalogue
value is for the listed varieties only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

403

404

405

** #1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part Booklet
Pane, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single stamp and
tab imperforate vertically between, but also an unlisted single
at right imperforate at right. This piece also includes full plate
inscriptions at top, very fine. Catalogue value is only for the
single and tab imperforate between.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

406

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged upper marginal vertical pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

407

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged upper marginal vertical pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part
Booklet Pane, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single
stamp with tab, imperforate between, as well as three horizontal pairs imperforate between and also 3 singles imperforate at left (these unlisted). This entire contains a total of 13
stamps, 3 tabs and plate inscriptions in selvedge at top, very
fine. Catalogue value is for the listed varieties only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

** #1167d, 1167di 1990 39c Queen Elizabeth II Part
Booklet Panes, Part Imperforate, includes the listed single
stamp with tab, imperforate between (times two), as well as
9 horizontal pairs imperforate between and also 12 singles
imperforate at right (these unlisted). This entire contains a
total of 40 stamps, 4 tabs and plate inscriptions in selvedge
at top of middle and bottom panes. There is separation in two
places at right, still very fine. Catalogue value is for the listed
varieties only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,700
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x408
408

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged matched set of corner plate blocks of four, with full inscriptions in margins. The UR block has two very light internal
creases and the LR block has a very light internal crease, still
very fine and very rare.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

409

** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never
hinged sheet margin block of four, with very light internal
bends (only mentioned for the record), very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

410

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged sheet margin block of six, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

411

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged sheet margin block of four, tiny fingerprint on
gum, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400
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412

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged upper sheet margin vertical pair with a small
crease in margin between stamps, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

413

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged lower sheet margin vertical pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x414
414

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged matched set of four corner plate blocks of four,
with full inscriptions. The UL block has the slightest bend
and the UR stamp of the LL block has an internal crease, still
very fine and very rare. Unpriced in Unitrade, which makes
us believe this may be the only such set known, and we have
used the catalogue value of the only Mammals issue to have
a catalogue value for an imperforate plate block: the 45c
Pronghorn.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

415

** #1179d 1990 78c Beluga Whale Imperforate, a mint
never hinged horizontal block of 10, with sheet margins at
left and right, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

Detail Lot 417
417

** #1180 var 1990 80c Peary Caribou, Perforated 13.1
with Pre-Printing Foldover, a mint never hinged sheet of 50
without plate inscriptions, with lower left corner being folded
over before the printing and tagging process resulting in half
of the lower stamp being unprinted and untagged. Very fine
and interesting.
.................................................................................... Est $150

418

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

419

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged horizontal pair, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x420
420
416

** #1180c 1990 80c Peary Caribou Perforated 14.4 x
13.8, a mint never hinged full sheet of 50, with four plate
blocks and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $405

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged matched set of corner blocks of four,
without inscriptions as issued, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000
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The next 10 lots (excluding Lot 431) are trial printing proofs.
An imperforate sheet of these we recently sold received a
Greene Foundation certificate identifying it as: “a trial printing proof on paper slightly thinner than the issued stamps,
without marginal inscriptions and tagging widths slightly different than issued stamps.” We are of the opinion that no imperforates exist of the issued stamps.

421

423

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged right sheet margin block of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

424

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged left sheet margin block of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

425

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal gutter block of 8, very fine. A
new discovery which has never been previously offered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

426

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged horizontal gutter block of 8, very fine. A
new discovery which has never been previously offered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

** #1182a 1989 $2 McAdam Railway Station Imperforate,
a mint never hinged vertical strip of 5 with sheet margins at
top and bottom, very fine. Catalogue value is for two pairs only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

x422
422

54

** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments, a mint never hinged
matched set of four plate blocks of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

x429
429
427

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged inter-panneau gutter block of 16 with traffic lights. There is a small wrinkle affecting the bottom right
two stamps, still very fine. A new discovery which has never
been previously offered.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged matched set of plate blocks (with traffic
lights only), very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

x430
430

x428
428

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged inter-panneau matched set of plate blocks
(with traffic lights only), very fine. A new discovery which has
never been previously offered.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

** #1292b 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 4 sheet margin (2 from left and 2
from right) blocks of four, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

x431
431

** #1292d 1990 39c Legendary Creatures, Perforated
12½ x 12, an upper right and lower right corner plate block
of four, mint never hinged and rare, as most of these have no
plate inscriptions.
...........................................................................Unitrade $850
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Detail Lot 434
434

432

** #1316 1991 40c Canada Day with Multiple Impressions, a complete mint never hinged pane of 20 stamps
showing several impressions of each colour in cascade,
creating a blurred effect. There are also small blotches of
blue-green and dark blue ink in the margin at right. We found
this sheet in an accumulation of modern sheets consigned
to us, as it immediately stood out. Accompanied by a 2021
Greene Foundation certificate stating “a pre-production printing taken during press setup leaving multiple impressions”,
as well as a photograph taken with the VSC 6000 showing an
enlargement of the variety.
.................................................................................... Est $750

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged gutter strip of four, very fine. A new discovery which has never been offered previously.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,900

Detail Lot 435
435

x433
433

56

** #1292ii 1990 39c Legendary Creatures Imperforate, a
mint never hinged group of 4 sheet margin (two from bottom,
two from top) vertical pairs, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,800

** #1375b var 1995 $1 Yorkton Saskatchewan Court
House with Dramatic Foldover, a mint never hinged sheet
of 25 from the Canadian Bank Note Co. printing, with a lower
right corner foldover which occurred after printing and before
the perforation and trimming processes, resulting in the perforations appearing correct when folded, as well as showing
many untrimmed outer sheet edge printer’s information when
unfolded, including traffic lights, centering crosses, a plate
number, etc. The sheet has minor bends from handling, still
rare and impressive.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Detail Lot 436
436

437

438

** #1376 var 1994 $2 Provincial Normal School with Printer’s Ink Smudge, a mint never hinged block of 15, with the
5 stamps in the right column being quite smeared with the
same green ink used to colour the roof. Wrinkles to the lower
left stamp and separation between two stamps at left (both
not affecting the variety at right), very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

Detail Lot 440
440

** #1683b 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II Imperforate and
Part Imperforate Variety, a mint never hinged sheet of 100
with the last row completely imperforate and the 9th row only
part perforated. A very fine, fresh and scarce full sheet of this
dramatic variety, catalogue value is for two plate blocks of
four and three blocks of four. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,600

441

** #2072 var 2004 Red Calla Lilly Coil with Missing Denomination, a mint single, from a recent discovery, very fine
and unlisted in Unitrade. Rsv. $375.
.................................................................................... Est $400

** #1407ai 1992 Canada 92 Signature Souvenir Sheet of
4, a bulk lot of 10 mint never hinged sheets, all very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

** #1586 var 1995 52c Christmas Issue with Dramatic
Misperforation, a mint never hinged upper right corner block
of four with each vertical perforation row shifted to the left
by about 15 mm, ending up in the middle of each stamp and
also showing half of two other stamps at left. A striking and
very fine variety.
.................................................................................... Est $300

442

439

** #1601b 1996 45c Greeting Stamps Complete Booklet,
with Die Cutting Omitted, a rare and complete booklet, as far
as we know, there are only a few known remaining which were
not cut up, from the 6 that were ever found. A very rare major
modern variety. Accompanied by a 2010 American Philatelic
Society certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

443

442

** #2072 var 2004 Red Calla Lilly Coil with Missing Denomination, a mint pair, from a recent discovery, very fine
and unlisted in Unitrade. Rsv. $675.
.................................................................................... Est $750

443

** #2072 var 2004 Red Calla Lilly Coil with Missing Denomination, a mint plate inscription gutter strip of four, from a
recent discovery, very fine and unlisted in Unitrade. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000
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444

445

446

58

** #2110i 2005 Homer Watson Souvenir Sheet Missing
Perforations Variety, on which the perforations do not extend
above and below the stamps, as they should. This variety
is listed in the 2021 Unitrade catalogue but not yet valued.
Other examples have realized as much as $550 in other auctions. A normal is included for comparison.
.................................................................................... Est $400

447

** #2142b 2006 Queen Elizabeth II 80th Birthday Imperforate, a half-booklet with a block of four plus 10 decorative
stickers, mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

448

E/P #2155 var 2006 51c Two-Masted Sailing Ship Progressive Plate Proof, an upper right corner single on gummed
stamp paper showing plate inscriptions in margins and missing the masts and sails plus other elements of the adopted
design. Unusual and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $250

449

** #2201a 2007 52c Lunar Year of the Pig with Gold Foil
Stampings Omitted, a mint never hinged lower left corner
plate block, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

** #2128 var 2005 (51c) Red Bergamot Blossom Coil with
Missing Orange and Brown Colours, a mint strip of 5 on TRC
paper, the two missing colours represent the missing orange
(“51”) and missing brown (“Canada” and a small part of the
flower). The stamps have the same tagging as a regular stamp
with all 5 colours, helping to prove that there was no chemical
manipulation to remove the colours. This strip is from the same
find as lot 279 which we sold in our sale 33, which included
an in-depth technical report from the Greene Foundation. This
strip is accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

** #2142b 2006 Queen Elizabeth II 80th Birthday Imperforate, mint never hinged pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

x453
453

450

** #2201a 2007 52c Lunar Year of the Pig with Gold Foil
Stampings Omitted, a mint never hinged vertical strip of four
from top of sheet, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

8/** Small Group of Elizabethan Errors and Varieties, with
#374 (used with a vertical pre-printing fold), 590 (used and
fully dated example showing a single tagging bar at left),593
(NH lower right block of four with vertical perforation shift
to the left, creating a single tagging bar variety on all four
stamps), 604vii (NH vertical imperforate pair). Also includes
two complete booklets, with BK74 (“Tear” variety on 8c Queen
Elizabeth II right stamp), BK75 (with horizontal middle row of
perforations shifted to top) and BK80 (slight doubling on the
17c Queen Elizabeth II stamps). Also includes a very fine official souvenir folder celebrating the Centennial of the British
North American Postal Administration in 1951 with a set of
blocks of four of the 4 stamps issued for this. Very fine and all
scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Back of the Book -- Complete Booklets
454

** #BK25/BK36d Group of Older Booklets, with Unitrade
#s 25 En, 29c Fr, 32d Fr (x5), 32e En (x3, one has pen writing
on front cover), BK34 En (x3), BK35b En (x2) and BK36d. All
appear to be very fine, clean and with tight bindings and no
opening creases. 8
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

455

** #BK34d 1942 3c Dark Carmine King George VI War Issue Booklet in French, with Surcharged Rate Page, a bulk
lot of 35 complete booklets, all quite fresh with very fine
centered stamps and only the odd light staple rust stains. A
nice quality lot, and catalogue value does not include the suggested 50% premium for very fine stamps. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,625

456

** #BK86/BK113 Accumulation of 613 Booklets, a duplicated stock of 19 different booklets which includes varieties
such as different booklet covers. Duplication ranges from 2
up to 165 of BK86 but generally between 5 and 20 copies of
each. Face value is $2,235, with denominations ranging from
29c to 76c. See list online. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $9,422

x451
451

452

** Group of 1988 30c Post Par Inc. Sheets, with 130 sheets
of 32 of Lafrenière Style 2. These were printed in response to
the Montréal postal strike in 1987. See also our postal history
section for a large lot of covers mailed by Post Par Inc.
.................................................................. Lafrenière $12,480
** Group of 1988 30c Post Par Inc. Sheets, with 1,100
sheets of 32 of Lafrenière Style 2. These were printed in response to the Montréal postal strike in 1987. See also our
postal history section for a large lot of covers mailed by Post
Par Inc. 8
................................................................Lafrenière $105,600

Back of the Book -- Semi-Postals Scott #B1-B18
457

** #B1i 1974 8c + 2c Olympic Symbols on Hibrite Paper
with Greenish Gum, a bulk lot of 130 complete field stock
(no plate inscriptions) sheets of 50, in three Canada Post
packages (two are open and have 40 sheets each, one is
still partially sealed and contains 50 sheets), all three packages having an Ashton-Potter instructional sheet on the back
with information on how to count the sheets, etc. Catalogue
value is for 520 plate blocks plus 4,420 singles. Very fine and
scarce. 8
.................................................................. Unitrade $105,300
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Back of the Book -- Airmails Scott #C1-CE4

458

459
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Back of the Book -- Semi-Official Airmails Scott #CL1CL52

E/P #C1P 1928 5c Brown Olive Air Mail Plate Proof, a vertical pair on India paper, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400
460

E/P #CL13TCP 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. Trial Colour Proof in Green, a full pane of eight, with
full never hinged gum and RED LAKE inscriptions in margins,
quite fresh and very fine. A rare pane. Rsv. $2,500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $9,000

461

E/P #CL13Pi 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration
Ltd. Imperforate Proof in Green Only, a pane of 8 on fully
gummed, never hinged yellow paper, the so-called “Style 2”
showing no airplanes or other marginal / route information
which would have been printed in red. There is a small thin at
left of “AKE”, still an exceedingly rare and visually impressive
pane. Rsv. $4,000.
....................................................................... Unitrade $9,500

*/** #CE1a 1942 16c Bright Ultramarine Air Mail Special
Delivery Imperforate, a mint vertical pair, with top stamp
lightly hinged, bottom never hinged, large margins and extremely fine. Rsv. $475.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

462

463

E/P #CL13Pii var 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. Part Imperforate Proof in Green Only, a pane of 8
on fully gummed, never hinged off-white paper, with the top
pair perforated horizontally, rest of the stamps are imperforate. The pane is printed in green only, therefore missing the
airplane, route and marginal inscriptions that ended up being
printed in red in the issued stamps. An incredibly rare and
unusual item, worthy of the best semi-official collections. Rsv.
$3,200.
.................................................................................Est $3,500

464

** #CL13 var 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration
Ltd. Imperforate, a full pane of eight, with never hinged gum
and RED LAKE, etc. inscriptions in margins. There is a small
gum blemish at centre left, adjacent to a slight bend, still
quite rare (unlisted in Unitrade) and very fine. Rsv. $2,900.
.................................................................................Est $3,000

465

E/P #CL18TCP 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways Exploration,
Style Three Perforated Trial Colour Proof in Buff, a mint
never hinged complete pane of 8, with very light gum disturbance along the right selvedge edge, still rare and very fine.
Unitrade only lists the perforated trial colour proof in deep
blue (at $3,000 each stamp). Rsv. $2,600.
.................................................................................Est $3,000

(*) #CL13Pxiv var 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. Imperforate Proof with Doubling of All Red Inscriptions, on ungummed white paper, with green frameline and
red aircraft, showing a dramatic doubling of all red inscriptions including the airplanes and margin inscription at right.
From the unique pane of 8, with a negligible corner crease in
upper right corner, still very rare. Rsv. $2,800.
.................................................................................Est $3,000
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468

466

E/P #CL23Pa 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways and Exploration
Ltd. Imperforate Proof with Green Frame, and inscriptions at
sides, but no airplane or route information, on never hinged
gummed yellow paper. Light corner bend lower left and crease
in margin at right, still a very rare proof pane. Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,500

E/P #CL52E 1932 Canadian Airways Ltd. Unadopted Surcharge Overprint Essay in Violet, a mint never hinged vertical pair with sheet margin at top. The gum has very light fingerprints and the top stamp has a light paperclip indentation,
still a rarely offered and desirable essay. Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

Back of the Book -- Special Delivery Scott #E1-E11

Detail Lot 469
469

Detail Lot 467
467
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E/P #CL43Pb 1926 (50c) Patricia Airways and Exploration
Ltd. Imperforate Group of Three Different Imperforate Trial
Colour Proof Panes, each is printed in black on buff coloured
paper, showing a progression of the side inscriptions, with
three different varieties of the lettering, etc. All three have
previously been folded, affecting a few of the stamps, and
there are edge faults that could easily be trimmed off, still
very rare and desirable. Rsv. $6,400.
.....................................................................Unitrade $19,500

E/P #E1TCDP 10c Special Delivery Trial Colour Large Die
Proof in Deep Olive Black, sunk-in on card measuring 225
x 151 mm, with die “F - 126” and “American Bank Note Co.
Ottawa” inscriptions below image. A rare die proof, very fine.
Rsv. $2,000.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

473

470

** #E10a 1942 10c Green Special Delivery Imperforate, a
mint never hinged right sheet margin block of four, with small
“HHH” owner’s handstamp (Henry H. Hopkins) on back of
each stamp. Very fine. Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

** #E3a 1927 20c Orange Special Delivery Imperforate, a
mint block of four from top of sheet, with all four stamps fresh
and never hinged, hinged only high in the margin, well away
from the stamps. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

x474
474

Detail Lot 471
471

* #E1-E11 1898-1946 Complete Set of Special Delivery
Issues, all mint lightly hinged, and includes #E2a, the scarlet shade wet printing variety. A very well centered and fresh
group, very fine to extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $993

Back of the Book -- Registration Scott #F1-F3

E/P #E6TCDP 20c Special Delivery Trial Colour Large Die
Proof, sunk-in on card measuring 201 x 152 mm, with “X-G586” and CBN Co. inscription below stamp image. There is
a pencil notation in margin indicating “wrong colour” as the
shade is quite a bit brighter than the issued stamp. Very fine
and rare. Rsv. $850.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

475

** #F1 1880s 2c Orange Registration, a mint never hinged
block of six with full original gum, with top selvedge showing
most of the plate imprint plus inverted “B”. The stamps are
generally fine centered, and one stamp has a natural spot of
missing gum, still a scarce imprint multiple. Rsv. $650.
.................................................................................... Est $750

Detail Lot 472
472

E/P #E7DP 10c Special Delivery Large Die Proof in Colour
of Issue, sunk-in on card measuring 211 x 154 mm, with
“SPECIAL DELIVERY” inscription below stamp image. The
sunk-in area shows evidence of two die-hardening holes, and
the whole proof has a protective flap, which reveals a handstamp on back reading “C.B.N. Co. / OTTAWA / MAR 1 - 1939
/ Engraving Dept.” with a pencil signature. Very fine, fresh and
quite rare. Rsv. $1,200.
.................................................................................Est $1,500
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Back of the Book -- Postage Dues Scott #J1-40

476

477

** #F1b 1888 2c Rose Carmine Registration, mint never
hinged, with full original gum. The stamp has four large margins and is fresh, with only two natural microscopic gum
specks (mentioned only for the very fussy), a very fine and
lovely stamp. Accompanied by a 1986 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

480

8 #J2 1916 2c Violet Postage Due on Regular Paper with
Full Type A Lathework, used with light cancel, fine. A rare and
unlisted (as used) lathework item, catalogue value is for mint.
Rsv. $180.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

481

** #J2a 1916 2c Violet Postage Due on Thin Paper with
Full Type D Lathework, a mint never hinged horizontal pair
with lathework at left, very fine and scarce. Accompanied by a
2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

482

** #J12 1933 2c Dark Violet Third Postage Due Issue, a
mint never hinged lower left corner plate block of 50 which
has never been folded and is quite fresh, very fine and scarce.
Rsv. $275.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,560

* #F2c 1876 5c Green Registration Imperforate, a mint
hinged vertical pair, with hinge remnants and a tiny bit of
missing gum, still very fine appearance and scarce, with only
200 pairs recorded.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

x478
478

* #F1-F3 1875-76 2c to 8c Registration Set, each stamp
has full original gum, the 2c has the faintest trace of being
previously hinged, the 5c and 8c are lightly hinged. All three
stamps are very fresh, with bright colours and have very fine
centering. A lovely set in all respects.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

x479
479

64

(*) #F1-F3 1875-96 2c to 8c Registration Set, each unused
(no gum), with #s F1, F2a, F2i and F3 (small faults). Overall
fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x489
489

483

8 #J20 1935 10c Dark Violet Fourth Postage Due Issue,
a complete used sheet of 100, with roller cancels from the
Montréal Place D’Armes post office, very fine and uncommon.
...................................................................................... Est $50

** #O1-O15A, CO1, EO1 1946-50 Complete Set of Officials
Overprinted O.H.M.S., a mint never hinged and choice set,
with each stamp being very fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $653

x490
490

** #O16-O49, CO2, EO2 1950-63 Complete Set of Officials
Overprinted “G”, a mint never hinged and choice set, fresh
and very fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $487

Back of the Book -- Officially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

x484
484

** #J1-J20 1906-65 First Four Sets of Postage Dues, all
mint never hinged, quite fresh and very fine to extremely fine.
A choice group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,457

Back of the Book -- Officials Scott #OA1-OAE9, O1O273, OC1-OC9, OE1-OE11
485

** #O45 1956 20c Green Paper Industry Official Overprinted G, a mint never hinged group of 100 blocks of 15, for a
total of 1,500 stamps, overall very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,625

486

** #O46 1963 1c Brown Official Overprinted G, a mint
never hinged group of 50 blocks of 80, for a total of 4,000
stamps, overall very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

487

** #O47 1963 2c Green Official Overprinted G, a mint never
hinged group of 50 blocks of 80, for a total of 4,000 stamps,
overall very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

488

** #O48 1963 4c Carmine Official Overprinted G, a mint
never hinged group of 50 blocks of 80, for a total of 4,000
stamps, overall very fine. 8
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,600

491

E/P #OX2P Queen Victoria Officially Sealed Plate Proof in
Black, a sheet margin horizontal pair on card-mounted India
paper, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is for two singles,
a seldom encountered plate proof. Rsv. $800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

492

** #OX3 1907 Queen Victoria Officially Sealed, on White
Paper, mint never hinged, very fine and a lovely stamp in all
respects.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

65

Back of the Book -- Federal Revenues
493

494

** #FB39/FB49 Group of 1868 Third Bill Issue Sheets and
Part Sheets, with 2c orange (two blocks of 40), 3c green
(three full sheets of 100 plus a block of 50 and various blocks
totaling 43 stamps), 5c orange (broken up block of 70), 6c
green (1 full sheet of 100 plus two other sheets of 100 missing one stamp and five stamps respectively), 7c orange (full
sheet of 100 broken in half,) 8c brown (various blocks totaling
50 stamps), 9c green (3 full sheet of 100, one missing a bit
of selvedge, plus another one broken up in parts and another
one missing 4 stamps), 10c blue (large block containing 75
stamps, another with 79 and two others with 46), 30c blue
(block of 49 and various other blocks totaling 58 stamps).
The majority have either plate inscriptions or counters at
top, or portions thereof, with full original never hinged gum
(expect some gum problems), and unchecked by us for watermarks or perforations. All are scanned online, overall fine
or better, with some small creases, gum defects, separation,
etc. The obviously damaged stamps were not counted in the
count, nor in the catalogue value. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $7,105
** #FPS42-FPS58 Complete Set of 1967 Third Issue Postal
Scrip Stamps, with the design measuring 20mm x 16mm, all
never hinged and very fine with fresh colours. Also includes a
1c from the Second Issue, with the larger design, not included
in the catalogue value. We note that the 1c does not exist in
the smaller design of this issue, as noted in van Dam. See
photo of the full offering. 8
...........................................................................van Dam $637

495

** #FU2 1960 $1.88 Slate Blue Unemployment Insurance,
a mint never hinged full sheet of 100, with selvedge at top
and straight edged on three other sides. There is separation
between 6 stamps vertically up from the center of the sheet,
still very fine and not often seen. 8
...........................................................................van Dam $850

496

8 #FU41-FU47 1955 60c to $1.20 Unemployment Insurance Issues, a scarce used stock consisting of FU41-46 (200
each) and FU47 (x800). Overall fine or better. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $3,250

497

8/*/** #FWH1/FWH29 Collection of 43 Mint and Used
on-Permit Wildlife Conservation Stamps, 1985 to 2012,
all mounted on pages in a binder with sheet protectors, consisting of mint 1985-95 and 2000-2012 and used on-permit
1990-94, 2004, 2006 and 2008-2012. A difficult-to-assemble group of these back of the book items, the collection is
clean and would be an excellent start to this specialty. See
photos for just a few items from the collection. 8
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,110

x499
499

** #PWF6 1946 Prisoner of War Free Frank Stamps, with a
strip of 4 plus three singles, all mint never hinged and fine to
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

x500
500

** #PWF6, 6a 1946 Prisoner of War Free Frank Stamps,
with a single plus a pane of 5 (the pane has minor gum bends
and 2 stamps with minor spots on the gum), all mint never
hinged and fine to very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $487

x501
501

Detail Lot 498
498

66

E/P #FWS7DP 1940 25c War Savings Issue Die Proof, depicting the “Soldier” image in colour of issue, on card measuring 89
x 70 mm, with die number XG-731 above image, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x502

*/** #TCP5/TCP38, etc. Collection of Telegraph Stamps
on Two Filled Stock Sheets, includes Canadian Pacific Railway, Great Northern Telegraph Company and Canadian National Telegraphs stamps, in singles, pairs and panes of four,
with a good variety of different issues including a little duplication. There is a mix of no gum, hinged and never hinged
items and the condition is overall fine to very fine. Catalogue
value for TCP5/38 is $1,485 and for TGN19/TCN6 is $2,550
all as hinged only.
....................................................................... van Dam $4,035

502

8/* Collection of 28 Mint and Used Revenue Stamps, an
old time collection ex Henry Tollman (Siegel 2007). Best is the
10c Supreme Court stamp (mint hinged, $350), other better
items include Great Western Telegraph Co from 1897 ($45),
QL6 Québec Law stamp ($30), etc. Some with major faults
not counted and some of the counted have minor faults. All
photographed online.
...........................................................................van Dam $520

Back of the Book -- Federal Tobacco Stamps
503

(*)/8 #RP608/RP1686 Group of 23 Different Manufactured Tobacco Stamps, including (numbers based on Chris
Ryan’s catalogue) mint (unused) singles of #RP608, 618,
676, 678, 678n, 680-684, 681n-682n, 684n, 699-703,
701n, 718-720 and a used example of RP1686 (creased).
Overall fresh, clean and generally very fine. 8
.................................................................................... Est $100

510

8 #YL8-YL11 Group of Yukon Revenues, Cut Off of Documents, with 25c (x126), 50c (x117), $1 (x24) and $2 (x22)
for a total of 289 stamps. Overall fine to very fine. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $1,409

511

8 #YL10-11 Quantity of Used Yukon Law Stamps, with YL10
(x130) and YL11 (x132), all used and overall fine or better. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $1,830

512

8 Accumulation of 469 Mostly Used Provincial Revenues
in a Stockbook, from Newfoundland, Québec, Saskatchewan
and Yukon, as well as a few Federal issues. There is duplication from 4 to 20 of some, as well as multiples, etc., overall
fine to very fine and includes the owner’s inventory. All pages
scanned online. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $3,002

513

Lot of About 800 Saskatchewan Revenue Documents, a
very clean lot, with every document appearing to have Saskatchewan revenue stamps. A great variety of different types
of documents as well as revenue stamps, overall fine to very
fine. 8
.................................................................................... Est $150

Back of the Book -- Provincial Revenues
504

505

** #SE12 1937 1c Yellow Saskatchewan Electrical Inspection Issue, with a total of 230 stamps in MNH pairs and strips
plus a block of 6. Overall very fine. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $2,875
8 #SE12/SE23 Group of Used Saskatchewan Electric Inspection Revenues, with 332 stamps, all with low control
numbers (under 100), with 11 different denominations in
quantities of 2 to 51. Overall fine to very fine. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $2,596

Back of the Book -- Canada Precancels and Perfins
514

8/*/** Accumulation of Precancels on 10 Stock Pages
and in an Envelope, with a good variety of material including types on different stamps ranging from Small Queens to
Centennials. We note many high value Admirals, blocks, a rare
mint never hinged plate block of 6 of the 1c green Admiral (Ottawa Style 1), coil strips, and more. Overall fine to very fine and
unchecked for better precancels. All pages scanned online. 8
.................................................................................... Est $200

Back of the Book -- Cinderellas and Forgeries
515

*/**/* Collection of Christmas Seals, Progressive
Proofs and Used on Cover, 1919 to 2012, in two binders
on exhibit pages and in page protectors, predominantly featuring Canada with singles, multiples, full sheets, progressive
proofs and many examples of seals used on cover. Also includes a group of USA Christmas seals and a stockbook of
other cinderellas (Easter seals, Boys Town, etc.) from around
the world. A clean, fairly well-organized collection that would
fill the gaps for many collectors, with good resale value for a
dealer or online reseller. See our online photos for an overview. 8
.................................................................................... Est $300

x506
506

507

** #SL45/SL50 Group of Four Different 1938 Saskatchewan Law Stamp Sheets, with SL45, 46, 48 and 50, all in
mint never hinged plate sheets of 50, with interesting plate
inscriptions, quite fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $3,187
8 #SL51 1938 $1 Blue Law Revenue Stamp, a bulk lot of
about 1,000 used copies (by weight). Overall fine or better. 8
...........................................................................van Dam $600

508

8 #SL52 1938 $2 Purple Law Revenue Stamp, a bulk lot of
about 1,000 used copies (by weight). Overall fine or better. 8
....................................................................... van Dam $2,500

509

8 #YL8-YL10 Group of 100 Yukon Law Revenue Stamps on
Documents, with YL8 (x37), YL9 (x40) and YL10 (x23). Overall fine to very fine. 8
.................................................................................... Est $150

8

Thousands of scans can
be found online at
StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
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British Columbia and Vancouver Island

516

517

518

68

519

E/P #7P 1865 3d Seal of British Columbia Imprimatur, in
Blue, Watermarked Crown and CC, unused (no gum), on
thinner (.0025 in.) paper, with all margins clear to well clear.
An extremely rare item for the advanced British Columbia
collector. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $800.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

520

* #12 1867 50c on 3d Violet Seal of British Columbia Surcharge, Perforated 14, mint with full original gum, lightly
hinged and fresh, fine. Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $750.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

521

* #13 1867 $1 on 3d Green Seal of British Columbia Surcharge, Perforated 14, mint with full original gum, lightly
hinged with bright colour, very fine and a lovely stamp in all
respects. Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

* #1 1860 2½d Dull Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint
with full original thin white gum. Very few of these stamps exist in private hands, especially this fresh and with full original
gum, as well as with four full to well clear margins. Fine-very
fine and accompanied by 1998 and 2015 Greene Foundation
certificates. Rsv. $15,000.
.....................................................................Unitrade $45,000

8 #3 1865 5c Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
a pen cancel, four large margins (for issue) showing part of
next stamp at right, very fine. Accompanied by a 1973 Philatelic Foundation certificate, ex William Gross. A very nice example of this rare stamp. Rsv. $5,200.
.....................................................................Unitrade $15,000

* #5 1865 5c Rose Queen Victoria, Perforated 14, a mint
block of four with full original gum, moderately hinged with
bright colour and fresh. A fine and scarce block which is ex
Dale-Lichtenstein. Accompanied by a 2004 David Brandon
certificate. Rsv. $2,200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

New Brunswick Cents

522

* #18 1869 $1 on 3d Green Seal of British Columbia Surcharge, Perforated 12½, mint with original hinged gum, a
well centered stamp for this issue, with a slightly shorter perf
at bottom still a very fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2020
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,600.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

525

E/P #5TCi 5c Connell and 10c Queen Victoria Compound
Die Proof in Deep Blue, printed on thin stock card showing
clear laid lines, extremely scarce and desirable, very fine. Rsv.
$4,500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,500

New Brunswick Pence

x526
526

E/P #6P-11P 1860 1c to 17c Cents Issue Set of Plate
Proofs, with each value presented in a lower left corner horizontal pair, on card-mounted India paper in colour of issue (or
similar). Very fine and a visually appealing presentation.
...........................................................................Unitrade $890

527

(*) #6b 1860 1c Red Lilac Locomotive Imperforate Vertically, in an unused (no gum) horizontal pair with part plate
imprint in margin at right. Fine and scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

528

E/P #7TC 1860 2c Queen Victoria Trial Colour Plate Proof
in Rose, a block of four on India paper, showing full imprint at
right, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

x523
523

524

#1R-4R 3d, 6d and 1sh Heraldic Imperforate Reprints, the
3d is a trifle sulphuretted and the 1sh has a crease, else a
very fine set.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

8 #2 1851 6d Olive Yellow Heraldic Imperforate, used with
very fine strike of #12 in oval grid (Edmunston, RF 6 rare).
The stamp has a thin and is cut into on one side, still a good
example of the cancel on this value.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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531

529

531

8 #1 1853 1d Red brown Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
with light grid cancel, with four margins that are just clear to
clear, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

532

#1F 1853 1d Red Brown Engraved Oneglia Forgery, with
nice light cancel, a very fine example with large margins.
Oneglia was one of the few forgers using engraving and his
products were later sold by Panelli. A scarce forgery for the
specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $100

** #9 1860 10c Vermilion Queen Victoria, a mint never
hinged complete sheet of 100, with full original gum and full
selvedge all around. There is a bit of hinge reinforcement in
selvedge at left, and a few stamps have small areas where
the gum was never brushed on, still catalogued as all generally fine and never hinged. A very rare sheet in this condition.
Rsv. $1,600.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,500

Nova Scotia Pence

530

70

532

* #1 1853 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint,
with part original gum and four large and even margins, quite
fresh with bright colour, extremely fine. Accompanied by a
1954 R.P.S.L. certificate issued to Nicholas Argenti and a
2020 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

x533
533

#1R-7R 1d to 1sh Set of Pence Issue Reprints, the 1d and
3d have sheet margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

534

#4F 6d Yellow Green Engraved Oneglia Forgery, 1851,
with light blue grid cancel, with good margins and very fine.
Includes a page of reference material from Ken Pugh’s reference on the subject (Release No. 9, 1980) describing the differences between the forgery and the genuine. Oneglia was
one of the few forgers using engraving and his products were
later sold by Panelli. A scarce forgery for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Nova Scotia Cents

535

536

E/P #11P 1860 8½c Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Green,
an upper left corner block of 12, on card-mounted India paper, showing two full imprints, very fine. Catalogue value is for
4 singles plus two imprint blocks of four.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

537

8/*/** #8-13 Valuable and Extensive Collection of the
Nova Scotia Cents Issue, all neatly mounted and extensively
written-up on 32 quadrille pages, this impressive collection
features all sorts of material never seen in these types of collections, such as a vignette die proof of Queen Victoria, a respectable quantity of plate proofs, mostly in pairs but also in
large plate blocks with different SPECIMEN overprints, 4 mint
5c denominations including a pair and one with a certificate,
a study of the postmarks used on these issues, including “7
1/2” (on a 5c), B31, B61, B63, A83, T03, “62” in diamond
grid from Belfast, a page of corks, a page of red British transit
postmarks, several usages on cover and piece, and a wealth
of shades, papers, perforations, a few varieties, etc. shown
in mint singles, pairs, blocks, and many large plate blocks,
and more. Certainly the nicest collection of this popular issue
we have seen by far, with most of the material having pencil
notes as to where the owner purchased them (mostly in UK
auction houses). This outstanding collection is sure to make
its new owner proud, and is certainly worth our starting price.
All pages scanned online. Rsv. $4,000. 8
.................................................................................Est $5,000

Prince Edward Island

538

E/P #3E-A (Minuse & Pratt) Unadopted 6d Queen Victoria
Chalon Engraved Essay, printed on India paper in claret, rare
and desirable. Accompanied by a 2019 Greene Foundation
certificate. Rsv. $675. ex L.S. Crosby
.................................................................................... Est $750

539

** #6 1862 3d blue Queen Victoria, Perforated 11.7, a
complete sheet of 30, with selvedge all around. Full original
hand-applied gum, hinged in a few places in the selvedge
only, leaving all stamps never hinged. Described by the previous owner as a “late impression” because of the unlisted
constant variety “break in R” in position 16. Fresh and very
fine and ex L.S. Crosby
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #11 1860 8½c Green Queen Victoria, a mint never
hinged complete sheet of 100, with full original gum. The
sheet has full selvedge all around, including 12 plate inscriptions. Some of the selvedge has gum on the front in places
(not affecting the stamps), as is often seen on these sheets,
and there is no evidence of it having been previously folded.
One of the nicest of these we have handled, catalogue value
is for 12 plate blocks of four, plus 52 singles.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,200

71

540

** #6d 1862 3d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate Vertically, in a mint never hinged (hinged in margins only) lower right
corner horizontal pair, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

541

** #9, 9ii, 9v 1868 4d Black Queen Victoria, a mint never
hinged pane of 30 with full original gum and selvedge all
around, showing the “shading variety” in position 7 as well as
the “FOUP” variety in position 19, with negligible light stain in
margin at right, still fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $312

542

E/P #10P var 4½d Queen Victoria Plate Proof in Colour of
Issue, on thick card, with sheet margin at left, very fine. Minuse & Pratt #10P3. ex L.S. Crosby
.................................................................................... Est $200

72

543

E/P #13R 1893 3c Queen Victoria Tilleard Reprint Proof
in Black, a complete sheet of 50 printed on glossy card, the
largest multiple of this we have seen, very fine. Displayed on
an album page describing its history.
.................................................................................... Est $200

544

* #15a 1872 6c black Queen Victoria, Perforated 12 Pair,
Imperforate Vertically Between, in a horizontal pair, mint
with original hinged gum. There is a small stain at bottom of
right stamp, still very fine appearance. ex L.S. Crosby
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

Newfoundland Pence

x549
549

545

(*) #7 1857 6½d Scarlet Heraldic Imperforate, unused (no
gum) with bright colour and four large to well clear margins,
very fine. The stamp is accompanied by three certificates:
2012 Richard Gratton AIEP, 2012 Bernard and Pascal Behr
and a 2013 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,800.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

*/** #19 1861 5d Reddish Brown (and shades) Group of
Mint Blocks of Four, with six blocks of four showing a variety
of shades, all with full original gum and lightly hinged except
for bottom two stamps of the upper right block in our picture.
Top left block has been folded horizontally down the center
margin, a very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,600

x550
546

547

546

* #11 1890 2d Orange Heraldic Imperforate, mint with full
original gum, previously hinged and fine. A very nice stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

547

* #11 1860 2d Orange Heraldic Imperforate, mint with
large part original gum which is disturbed, partly by the hinge
mark. A lovely stamp which has four large and even margins,
not to mention the bright, fresh colour, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

550

*/**/(*) #1/21 Selection of Mint Pence Issues, with #1
(no gum), 12A (upper right corner block of 4 with stains in
margin, two MNH stamps and two lightly hinged including one
with a crease), 18, 20 (no gum), 21 (two copies, one is a LL
example) and an upper left corner pair of #23. A nice quality
lot, overall fine to very fine, all scanned online.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,240

x551
551

548

8 #13 1860 6d Orange Heraldic Imperforate, a used horizontal pair with light cancels, margins are large on three sides
to well clear at top, with a light horizontal crease, else very
fine. Used multiples of this era are quite scarce, and this particular value is rare in a pair, with only about 4 known, 3 of
which are creased. Accompanied by a 2020 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,300.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,200

* #1/23 Collection of Mint Pence Issues on Old Time Pages, all neatly displayed and written-up, consisting of #1 (x3),
#3 (no gum, small thin), #5, #11A (pair), #12A, #15A plus a
set of the 1861-62 issues (minus #16 but with 2x #18 2x #19
and 3x #23). There is a good representation here, with early
and late printings, etc, and we also note one used stamp: a #3
with a good cancel. A nice collection, with quality stamps, all
catalogued as very fine hinged. All pages are scanned online,
and comes with a very fine copy of the useful publication “The
Pence Issues of Newfoundland 1857-1866” by Robert Pratt
(Vincent G. Greene Philatelic Research Foundation, 1981).
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,510
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Newfoundland Cents

552

x556

553

552

E/P #25TSP 5c Harp Seal Perforated Trade Sample Proof
in Yellow Green, printed on blue, chemically treated gummed
paper, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

553

* #26 18695c Black Harp Seal. mint with full original gum
which is previously hinged, fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

557

556

8/* #32/39 Group of Mostly Mint 1868-94 Queen Victoria Issues, with #s 32 (two singles without gum), 32A (no
gum single), 33 (hinged single and no gum single), 35 (lightly
hinged single and two hinged blocks of four), 36 (hinged
single and hinged block of four) plus a used #39 with major
re-entry. Overall fine.
............................................................................. Scott $1,717

557

** #36 1894 6c Carmine Lake Queen Victoria, mint with full
original gum, never hinged and quite fresh, with bright colour
and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

x554
554

555

74

#27F 1865 10c Black Prince Albert Forgeries, group of 21
forgeries, 17 on yellow paper in shades varying from grey to
black, and 4 examples on white paper. Appear to be all from
the same forger. Mixed condition with some faults but generally fine or better appearance. A useful study lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

E/P #30P 13c Ship Plate Proof in Colour of Issue, a lovely
block of six from bottom of sheet, on India paper with full
plate inscription in center of margin, very fine. Unitrade for six
singles is $420.
.................................................................................... Est $300

558

559

558

** #37 1877 1c Brown Lilac Prince of Wales, Rouletted,
mint, with full original gum, never hinged. A fine appearing
stamp which has a light horizontal crease (difficult to see),
not mentioned in the accompanying 2020 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

559

* #40 1876-1879 5c Blue Harp Seal, Rouletted, mint with
original hinged gum, showing the plate imprint along the
whole length of the stamp at right, light gum bend, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

x560
560

*/(*) #41/55 Collection of Mint Issues from the 18801896 Set, all displayed in black mounts on old time writtenup pages, with #41 (2 blocks of four, a pair and 3 singles, with
shades), 45 (5 singles), 46 (2 singles), 47 (pair), 48 (3 singles
and a block of 4), 49 (3 singles and a pair), 51/52 (6 singles
with shades), and 53/55 (three singles with shades). Most of
the stamps are hinged, a few have no gum, and overall fine.
Catalogue value is for all the least expensive shades for each
issue. All pages scanned online.
............................................................................. Scott $2,677

x562

x563

562

*/** #56-58 Collection of 1887-96 ½c Newfoundland Dog
Issues, displayed in black mounts on old time album pages,
with rose-red / orange-red in 4 singles plus 6 blocks of four,
and the black in 2 singles and a block of six. Overall fine to
very fine and all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

563

8/*/** #60-60d Group of 3c 1890 Queen Victoria Mint
and Used Issues, with 9 mint blocks of four (incl. 2 corner
blocks) plus 2 blocks that have separated in half, as well as a
page containing 16 mint hinged singles as well as a group of
20 used singles. The blocks are mostly hinged but a few have
NH stamps, and there is a good variety of shades present. A
great lot for study, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x564
564

561

** #48b 1887 2c Orange Codfish, a mint never hinged upper marginal block of 36 (4 x 9), with full original gum and
bright colour, showing part of the plate imprint at top left, bit
of separation in the selvedge, still overall very fine. A scarce
large block of this stamp, especially so fresh. Rsv. $2,500.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,480

E/P #61P-74P 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland
Set in Plate Proofs, all on card-mounted India paper, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $774

x565
565

** #61S-74S 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland
Set Overprinted SPECIMEN in Red, mint never hinged, the
60c has a tiny bit of missing gum, still fine to very fine and
scarce.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

75

x566
566

567

567

** #61-74 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland Set,
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. This lot is from the
Comox Valley collection we recently sold, and was returned
to us for the 35c value having a fingerprint on the gum. An
otherwise lovely set.
...........................................................................Unitrade $995

x570
570

E/P #74E-2 1918 2c on 60c King Henry VII Surcharge Essay with Doubled Surcharge, mint hinged and fine. Accompanied by a 1973 Royal Philatelic Society of London certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

*/** #132-143 Group of Mint 1923-24 Pictorial issues,
with 16 singles, 3 pairs and 10 blocks of four, there is a mix
of hinged and never hinged, although the blocks of four are
mostly all never hinged. Overall fine to very fine, all scanned
online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x571
571

*/** #172/180 Group of Watermarked Re-Engraved Pictorial 1931 Issues, with mint blocks of four of the 1c (NH), 8c
(LH), 10c (LH) and 15c (NH). All fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $672

572

** #192 1932 6c Dull Blue Princess Elizabeth, a mint never
hinged sheet of 100, with full selvedge all around, stamps are
fresh and well centered, light separation bottom right, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

x568
568

*/** #87 1910 1c Deep Green King James I, a mint never
hinged group of 78 mint never hinged stamps in blocks or
multiples, plus three hinged stamps. Most of these have light
pencil notes on back indicating plate position. Completely unchecked by us for printing or perforation varieties, but it is
very likely that this lot will contain many. A close inspection
should reward, all scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x569
569

76

*/** #104/114 Collection of Mint 1911 Royal Family Issues, with 1c (block and 4 singles), 3c, 4c (two singles), 5c
(block and single), 6c, 8c (two Peacock Blue singles), 9c, 10c,
12c and 15c (NH block cataloguing $500 and single, plus
an imperforate single). These mostly all hinged. Also includes
a 6c plate proof in black, as well as photographic essays in
sepia of the unadopted 3c and 6c values listed in Minuse &
Pratt as #s 106E-Ab and 109E-Aa, both cataloguing (in 1970)
at $250 each.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x573
573

574

** #192, 193 1932-37 6c and 10c Definitives in Large
Blocks, the 6c (#192) is in a left hand block of 20 (2 x 10)
with selvedge on three sides. The 10c is in a block of 80 from
bottom of sheet with selvedge on three sides. All stamps are
fresh and well centered, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $690

576

** #255 var 1941 3c Rose Carmine Queen Elizabeth,
Waterlow Printing Plate Block with Fold-Over, mint never
hinged, from lower right corner of sheet, fold-over happened
before the perforation process, creating extra rows of perforations. Pretty and very fine. Rsv. $180.
.................................................................................... Est $200

*/** #193ii 1932 10c Olive Black Salmon Leaping Imperforate, with Double Printing, a mint never hinged sheet margin block of four, with dramatic double printing of all stamps,
very fine and rare. Bottom of the block has natural ink offset
and gum disturbance, so catalogued as one hinged pair and
one never hinged pair. A striking error. Rsv. $1,200.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,125

577

** #255vi 1941 3c Rose Carmine Queen Elizabeth Imperforate with Security Punch, a mint never hinged block of
four, with plate scratch in margin between top stamps, circled
by inspector, very fine. Rsv. $100.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

578

*/** #257vii 1941 5c Violet Caribou Imperforate with Security Punch, a mint block of four, with the top pair hinged,
bottom pair never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by a 2002
Sergio Sismondo certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

x575
575

* #226S-229S 1935 4c to 24c King George V Silver Jubilee
Set Perforated SPECIMEN, mint hinged, with small thin on
the low value, else very fine and ex the Oman Post Office archives (1997).
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

77

579

580

** #260ii 1941 10c Brownish Black Salmon Leaping Falls
Imperforate with Security Punch, a mint never hinged upper
right corner block of 12, with three plate inspection circles
and the word “improve” next to one of them, with many wrinkles, still very fine. Rsv. $350.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

582

**/(*) Collection of Newfoundland Airmail Labels, all displayed on three old time album pages, first page shows three
Labrador - USA issues, with a 5c (NH block of four), 25c and
$1 (both no gum singles). The second page shows Maritime
and Newfoundland Airways labels with a black and silver
proof (with wrinkles) plus 5 different single issued labels (all
either NH or no gum). The third page shows 4 different issued stamps in blocks of four, including one that is imperforate (these either NH or no gum). A nice little collection, all
scanned online. 8
.................................................................................... Est $100

583

** 1932 $1 Deep Blue Wayzata, a mint never hinged sheet
of twenty, with full selvedge and rich colour. A fresh and very
fine sheet which has never been folded, certainly among the
nicest examples we have handled. Catalogue value is for finevery fine only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

** #270ii 1947 5c Rose Violet Cabot with Complete Reverse Offset, mint never hinged, without the gum wrinkles
often seen on these, a scarce and very fine Newfoundland
variety.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600
584

x581
581

78

*/** #C6/C9 Group of Mint 1931 Pictorial Airmail Issues,
with C6 (a NH block of four with light bend at top), C6 (LH
single), C7 (NH block of four) and C9 (a watermarked block of
four with 2 NH and 2 LH). All fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

585

584

* #OX1 1905 Black King Edward VII Officially Sealed Issue,
Unwatermarked, mint with somewhat disturbed gum and
hinge remnant, as well as a few light bends, still an attractive
and very fine appearing stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

585

* #OX1i 1905 Black King Edward VII Officially Sealed on
Blue Watermarked Paper, mint with full original gum, lightly
hinged. A remarkable stamp which is well centered and fresh,
showing parts of letters “JU” of the “JUDICIAL” watermark. A
scarce stamp, especially so nice, accompanied by a 1994
Greene Foundation certificate and ex. “Crossings” and Dennis Dunn. Rsv. $950.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

